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Model OBU-3 Echo Box and Directio11al Coupler ll'ith interc'ONIII!Cting cables and pick-up probe. 

The Echo Box 
By I. A. B EI\ESTON, Bureau of Sbips 

• The echo box is the simp lest test instrument for 
measuring radar performance and for radar trouble
shooting . Althoug h much has already been written 
about its merits and use, the importance of the echo box 
cannot be overestimated. 

more o f the seeing ability of your radar, and possibly as 

IMPORTANCE 
\Y/ hen a radar 1s allowed to operate day a fter clay 

wit hou t being checked its performance can be expected 
to drop off 15 to 20 db over a period of time. Experi
ence has shown that, without test equipment, a loss of 
this magn itude wil l p robably pass unnoticed by even the 
most experie nced techn ician. T able L shows the per
centage loss o f range for a radar system operating at 
va rious levels below peak pe rformance. From this t.tble 
it can be seen that a loss of 15 db means that the p lane 

which your set was desig ned to ''see'' at 30 miles wi ll 
be det<:cted on ly if it comes with in 13 miles of your 
r,td,tr. l n such a case you are th rowing away 58 % or 

much as tOO % of its tactical value. 

T ABLE I- Efferti i1e J?c:uge of a Radar System ( 3000 
1\lc) for I•ario!IS redllctiolls i11 relt~tii •e performance. 

Re/alit'C E/l erli 11e E/Jerlirc 1'./Jerlit'e 
S;Jiem Range Um1,~c Rtt11,~e 

Perjormtttlrl' (Airmt/1) (PeriJrO/Je) ( CmiJer ) 
--- --

-1.) dh 9 Ltjo 941/o 9B'io 
- 3 db 84 % 88 1 ; ')71 ( 
- 5 db 76711 82 1 ;. 95 1 r 
-10 db 58' ( 69' I 90' ( 
- I') db 421 

( '\8'1 84'; 
-- 20 dh 311 

{ -19 1 
1 7R"o 

- 2'i db 2-11 ( ·10' { 7l ', ; 
-30 d b uv; 3-1( ; 62 % 
- )) db 1·1 ( ( 2X', 'i3( ; 
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ECHO BOX CHARACTERISTICS 

Echo Box TS-349/ UP TS-270/ UP OBU-3, OBU-4 

Frequency range. 910-980 Me. 2700-2900 Me. 2900-3100 Me. 
, 

Ring time. 5725 yards with MK 12 using 4' 6900 yards an SP (1 u sec pulse 7 500 yards an SG-1 with 27 db 
RG-21/ U ca ble. with 33 db d irectiona l coupler). di rectional coupler. 

Change in ring time with change in Percentage to correct expected Percentage to correct expected Perce ntage to correct expected 
input frequency. ringtime is marked on dial. ringtime is given by curve in ringtime is given o n dial for a ny 

Instruction Book. d ial setting. 

Change in ringlime with change in ± 5% from 20° to 120 ° F. ±5% from 20° to 120° F. ±5% from 20° to 120° F. 
temperature. 

Approximate dimensions. 11 " X 7 " X l OY,". 14 \fl" X 8" X 12\4". 10%" x 7\12" x 11 \4". 

Approximate weight. 17 lbs. 26 lbs. l S\12 lbs. 

Input. Waterproof type N jack on echo Input loop (brass, silver-plated Input loop (b rass, silver-plated 
box. probe assembly threaded from probe a ssembly, threaded far 

connection to type N plug). connectio n Ia type N plug). 

Accessories. Adapter UG-8/ AP (type N jack RG-8/ U cable with waterproof Pickup Dipole CABV-66 AJG. 
to Ho lmdel fltting). Four foot t ype N plug on one end. Directiona l Coupler 47 AAN. Two 
RG-21/ U cable with a type N leng ths of RG-8 with one C-49268 
plug an each end. (type N) p lug on each end. 

Construction. Cast bronze cavity cylinder with Cast bronze cavity (silvered inner Cast b ronze ca vity with remove ble 
coaxial qua rterwave line. Has surface) with removable bronze bronze end plates; output loop 
bronze end plate. Output loop end plates; output loop adjust- adjustable by means of knurled 
adjustable by means of knurled able by means of knurled sleeve. sleeve. 
sleeve. 

r < 

Calibration data. Fre quency calibration in instruc- Frequency calibration curve and Frequency ca libration on d ial. 
tion book or roughly, multiply correction curve for ring time with (Curve in Instruction Book). Per-
dial reading by 10 and odd 900 dial setting in Instruction Book. cenloge above normal ring lime 
to gel frequency in Me. Percent- stomp ed on meter face. Ring time 
age above normal ring time frequency correction engraved on 
stomped on meter face. Ring time dia l. 
frequency variation engraved on 
dial. 

Notes. Includes shock mounts. Directional coupler supplied with 

l 
OBU-4 is 47AAP. (47AAN is 
supplied with OBU-3.) 

ECHO BOX CHARACTERISTICS 

TS-275/ UP TS-311A/ UP TS-218A/ AP TS-62 / AP 

3400- 3700 Me. 8730- 8910 Me. 8995- 9175 Me. 9320- 9430 Me. 

4,700 yards on SG-3 , 4 with 27 4 ,000 ya rds, receiver sensitivity 4,000 yards with receiver sensi- 4,000 yards with receiver sensi-
db directional coupler (short -120 db, 50 kw peak power, tivity of -120 db, 50 kw peak tivity of -120 db, 50 kw peak 
pulse). repetition rate 1,000; 1A microsec. power, repetition rote 1,000; power, repetition rate 1,0 0 0, pulse 

pulse width; 23 db coupling. pulse width \4 microsec. coupled width \4 microsec. coupled with 
with 20 db coupler and 3 db 20 db coupler and 3 db patch 
patch cord. cord. 

Percentage to correct expected ±4% mean ringtime. ±4% af mean ringtime. ±4% of mean ring time. 
ring time is given by curve in 
Instruction Book. 

±5% from 20° to 120° F. ±4% from 20° to 120° F. ±4% from 20° to 120° F. ±4% from 20° to 120° F. 

12\12 " x 7 " x 10\12". 8 Y2" X 10\4 " X 16\12" . 11\12" X 18\4 " X 6 \4". 11 Y2" X 18\4 " X 6". 

23\12 lbs. 12 lbs. 10 lbs. 10 lbs. 

Input loop (brass, silver-plated Tuned input- waterproof type N Tuned- UG-11 / U (to coax to Tuned- UG-11 / U (to coax to 
probe assembly, threaded for jack. waveguide Ia opening in cavity waveg uide to opening in cavity 
connection to type N plug). Untuned input.-woterproof type wa ll), t ype N jack. wall), type N jack. 

N jock Untuned- UG-11/ U (to coax to Untuned- UG-11/ U (to coax to 
wa veguide to crysta l unit), type waveguide Ia crystal unit), type 
N jack. N jock. 

RG-8 / U cable with waterproof Antenna Unit with waterproof Antenna Assembly AS-106/ AP Antenna Assembly AS-106/ AP 
type N plug on one end. type N jack. RG -9/ U with two (RG-9/ U with UG-23/ U), Cord (RG-9/U with UG-23/ U, Cord 

waterproof type N jacks. CG-92 / U (RG-9 / U 
UG-24/ U's). 

with two CG-92/ U 
UG-24/ U's). 

(RG-9 / U with two 

Cost b ronze cavity (silvered inner Incorporates crysta l checker for Cavity of a luminum alloy, inside Cavity of aluminum a lloy, inside 
surface) with removable b ronze X- band crys.tals. silver coated ; bakelite d isc with silver coated ; ba kelite d isc with 
end plates; output loop adjust- sheet of silver-plated copper foil sheet of silver-plated copper foil 
able by means of knurled sleeve. for p iston. for piston. 

Frequency calibration (in Me) is on Frequency is marked on dia l (in Freq uency calibration curve. Fig - Frequency calibration curve. Fig -
outer port ion o f outer d ia l (red Me). ure on curve on fro nt of echo box ure on curve on front o f echo box 
numbers). Ring time correction corresponding to dial selling must corresponding to dial setting must 
frequency curve in Instruction be multiplied by ringtime actua lly be multip lied by ring time actually 
Book. observed. observed. 
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The column in table I for "aircraft" is based on the 
theoretical inverse fourth power l aw which governs high
angle search. The column for "periscope" is based on 
experiments with an antenna about forty feet above the 
water. The column for "cruiser" is based experimentally 
on the same type of rad ar and the same antenna height. 

As further reasoning for the use of test equipment it 
should be noted from Table I that the loss of range for 
large objects; such as cruisers, is Jess than that for small 
objects like planes. A radar 15 db down in performance 
will detect a cruiser at 84 % of intended range as com
pared with only 42 % of intended range for a plane. 
The cruiser which can be detected at 120,000 yards is 
detected by a radar 15 db down at 100,800 yards. If the 
ability of the radar to "see" a cruiser at a di stance is 
used as the measurement of performance, the fact that 
the radar is 15 db down is almost certain to escape 
notice. (It should be noted in passing that wave propa
gation conditions greatly affect radar range at all levels 
of system performance, thereby rendering it additionally 
confusing to use range as a cri terion of performance.) 

CONSTRUCTION 
The echo box is essentially a resonant cav ity which is 

coupled to the radar transmitte r output and to the radar 
receiver input . Coupled to the resonant cavity is a meter 
which indicates relative power output of the radar trans
mitter and also indicates when the echo box is in reso
nance with the transmitter frequency. The resonant 
frequency of the cavity is determined by the size of the 
cavity, which can be varied by means of a tuning 
mechanism and dial on the front of the box. \ '<!hen the 
resonant frequency of the cavity is adjusted to the fre
quency of the transmitter output, oscillations are in
duced in the cavity by each pulse from the radar trans
mitter. T hese oscillations in the cavity produce a pattern 
on the radar indicator scope as well as an indicat ion on 
the relative-power meter coupled to the cavi ty. The pat

tern on the scope is translated in to yards to obtain the 
"ringing t ime" of the equipment, which is the apparent 
duration of the oscillations set up in the echo box by 
each pulse. 

RINGING TIME 
The rin~ing time of an equipment is dependent upon 

the fol lowing factors : 1- - transmitter peak power, 2-
rece:iver sensitivity (noise level) , 3--losses of either 
transmitter power or signal power (such as those caused 
hy mistuned or defective TR or ATR tubes ) , 4- pulse 
length , 5- transm itter spectrum, 6 - coupling losses, and 
7 ·tcho-box sensitivi ty. 

Considering all other factors to be constant, as the: 

peak power of the transmitte r increases, the amplitude of 
the oscillatiom in the echo box w ill increase, the refore 

it wdl rec1uire a longer time for these oscillations to die 

down and consequently the ringing time will be in
creased. Sim ilarly, the lower the receiver input noise 
level , the longer the ringing time, since the weaker 
signals issuing from the echo box at the trailing end of 
the ringing time may be seen and measured, while if the 
noise level is hig h, these faint oscillations wi ll not appear 
on the scope. 

fiGtJRE 1-Appearan~e of good ringi?'g time clispl4 yed 
011 an ~ sc?pe, _shot~mg correct and mcorrect pomts to 
which rmgmg /nne 1s meawred. Note that the 1·eceiver 
gain _has been adjusted so that the gra.rs is a q11rJrter to a 

tbn·cl the total saturated signal height 011 the SCO/Je. 

It should be pointed out here that the receiver noise 
level can be attributed to two principal factors, the re
ceiver noise figure and the receiver bandwith. Of these 
two factors, the noise figure, which is the general figure 
of merit of receivers, is the quantity whjch one is trying 
to maintain when tuning a receiver. The noise figure 
can be defined as the noise per un it bandwith in a 
receiver, relative to that wh ich would be p resent in a 

theoretically ideal receiver. 

The receiver bandwith, which does not ord inarily 

change, also contributes to the noise level. T he wider 
the bandwidth the more noise is permitted to pass. A 
decrease in the bandwidth wh ich, if large enough, might 
impair the performance of the radar, wou ld actually 
increase ~the ringi ng time. W hen a receiver goes into 
oscill ation clue to interstage feedback, the bandwidth is 
g reatly reduced, and under such circumstances the ri ng
ing is increased somewhat. (Oscill ation c tn be recog
nized by a coarseness of the grass, by a tendency of the 

gain to increase abruptly at a particu lar gain control 

setting, and by a slight ly less abrupt d rop in the end 
of the ri ng ing time than is common.) Since in radar 

design the bandwidth is adjusted to suit the pulse length 
used there is an in ter-relationship between these two 
factors, both of which sepa rate ly influence the ring ing 
time. 
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f iGURE 2- Ty_pira/ radar fJN!se .rpectra. ~lln1es A aud B ill11strate desirPrl .rpertnl/11 sht~pes i11 1uhirb the ;wise length 
1S eq11al to t/11/Ce tbe renproral of the d!fferenre in freqllenry of the 111i11i111a (poi11ts 111arked X). T hese otrre.r are 

cli.rti11g11isbed from C a11d D by the presell(e of deep 111i11i111a. 

The pulse length and transmitter spectrum both 

affect the ringing time. The longer the pu lse the g reater 

the ringing time since the echo box charges up t·o a 

greater extent fo r a longer pulse. A bad spect rum affects 

ringing time in that power appl ied in the na rrow band
pass of the echo box may be reduced due to the g reater 
frequency scattering of the transmi tter energy. Radar 
perf ormancc, and therefore ringing lime in th is case, 
may be affected by the scattering of the transmitter 

energy outside the ren: iver bandwidth . impaired signal 
shape, and inoperative AFC. 

Other factors such as the coupli ng belvvcen the box 
and the radar, the loss in the cable connecting the box 
to the d irectiona l couple r (when us{:(l) , and the echo 
box sensitiYi ty also afTecl the ringing time. If the losses 
in the coupling clements .trc low and the hox sensitivity 
is h ig h, the ri ngi ng li me will be increased and vice v~:rsa . 
The preferred and most dlic ic.:n t method of couplin.r; be-
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Echo Box Trouble Shooting Chart 
This chart was designed to facilitate rap id trouble 

shooting when using various types of echo boxes. The 
technician is cautioned to observe scope and meter indi
cations with great care, however, due to the fact that 

rhere may be only a very subtle difference in the symp-

toms for several different conditions. In some instances 
the scope patterns are identical, and the determining 
factor consists only of a slight difference in the behavior 
of the meter. Additional echo box tests may be found 
in various equipment instruction books. 

Effect: Ringtime satisfactory, test set 
output reading satisfactory. 

Probable Cause: Radar performance 
satisfactory. 

Elfecl: Ringtime low, test set output 
reading satisfactory. 

Probahle Came: Receiver trouble: 
detuned mixer or local oscillato r, bad 

crystal, excessive i-f noise from first 
pre-amp stage, adjustment of coupling 

loops or p robes in mixer cavity. D e

tuned T -R box. 

E/Jerl: Ringtime low, test set out

put reading very low. 

Probable CaNse: Low power output. 

Check spectrum. 

CD 
Effect: Rin~time low, test set output

read ing low. 

Probable CaNse: Trouble p robably in 

t<ansmitter and receiver, and / o r trouble 

in t ransmission line. 

" 

1), 

I 

Efferl: Ringtime em~tic. test set out
put reading steady. 

Probable Ca11se: T est set slightly 2e
tuned. Faulty pulsing, double moding 
transmitter, or local oscillator power 
supply trouble. Check spectrum. 

Elf er/: Ri ngtime erratic, test set 
output readi ng erratic. 

Probable CaNse: Faul ty transmissicn 
line or poor connections- condition 
worse when line is rappe·l 

Elf erl: End of ringtime not steep 

but slopes gradually; perhaps even ex

cessive ringing. Grass appears coarse. 
Test set output reading steady and sat
isfactory. 

Probt~ble CaNse: Oscillating i-f and; 
or narrow-band receiver. 

Elfecl: Pronounced dip in ringtime 
at end of pu lse. 

Probable CctNse: Bad T -R tube. 

I.:.ff('(/: Rin~time very ~lightly low, 
poor or baJ spectrum. 

Prob.dJ!e CaNie: Tr.tnsmitter trouble. 
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FIGURE 3- Cur/'eS illtls!rating tbe method of measure
mmt of TR- box recovery time. 

tween the radar and the echo box is by means of the 
directional coupler which enables the use of a fixed, 
known amount of radar power for testing purposes. 
Echo box sensitivity is defi ned as the change in ringing 
time which corresponds to a g iven change in radar per
formance. This is nominally a constant for any one type 
of echo box, but actually varies with frequency~ t~m
perature, and the individual echo box, necessttatmg 
correction of the nominal value for an accurate deter
mination of sensitivity in a particular case. The method 
of calculation of sensitivity of a particular box at known 
frequency and temperature is given in the instruction 
book_ 

MEASURING PERFORMANCE 
The instruction books for the various echo boxes 

( with the exception of a few earlier models) w ill in
clude the necessary data for dete rmining how l o~g a 

Particula r echo box will ring when coupled by dtrec-

total saturated signal height on the scope. The exact end 
of the ringing time occurs at the farthest point to the 
right at which the top of the grass is above the normal 
level. The range is measured to this particular point and 
noted in yards. The performance of the radar under 
test can be determined in terms of db below peak by a 
simple procedure. Consult the instruction book for the 
method of calculating ringing time or the published 
ringing time (in yards) for the peak performance of 
the radar under test. Subtract the ringing time as 
measured on your particular set from the figure ob
tained from the instruction book. This figure (in yards) 
may be divided by the sensitivity of the echo box (in 
yards per db) to give the number of db below peak 
performance of the radar being checked. However, in 
most cases the difference between calculated (as obtained 
f rom instruction book) and measured ringing time is 
used as the measure of the radar performance. 

Transmitter power: The echo box meter reading is 
approximately proportional to the average power radi
ated by the radar at a particular frequency. The echo 
box is tuned to obtain a maximum meter reading and 
this reading is compared to the corresponding value 
as obtained on previous tests. This measurement is 
relative, since the degree of coupling between the radar 
transmi tter and the box power-measuring circuit is not 
known and will vary with d ifferent conditions. A low 
meter reading, as differentiated f~om a normal reading, 
may be caused by low transmitter power, a poor spec
trum, or a short pulse length. 

. 1 t of tiona( coup ler, or othe r means, to a parttcu ar ype 
raJar o perating at peak performance. It may be noted that 
in such a case power losses and poor spectra a re .nor 
applicahle anJ all of the othe r factors dete rmining nng
ing t ime are known. Usually the ring ing time at peak 
perfo rmance wi ll also be g iven , already computed for 
those radars with which the echo box is normall y used. 

Spectmm analysis: The spectrum of a pulse is the fre
quency distribution of its energy. This spectrum _can 
be obtained by p lotting the echo box meter readmgs 
with the box tuned to various frequencies. Typical 
spectra are shown in figure 2 . The variance of curve C 
from curves A and B may be caused by an unstable 
transmitter tube, by operation of. the transmit.ter tube 
with improper voltage, current or magnetic fi:ld_ 
Another possible cause is the application of . a h~gh
voltage pul se of incorrect shape (such as slopm~ stdes 
or rounded top) to the transmitter tube. Severe trr~gu
larities as in curve D may be caused by a large standll1g
wave ratio in the transmission I inc due to a faulty line 
connection, a bad antenna rotating joint, or obstructions 
in the li ne. Adjustment of the mag netic field or replace
ment of the transmille r lube may be necessary. 

P11l.re length: The length of the pulse is arbitrari ly 
taken as its duration at and above the half-maximum 
voltage poi nts. In the case of a good or fair spectrum, 
pulse length equals twice the reciprocal of the fre
quency diffe rence between the two minima on the spec
trum curve as indicated in figure 2. An abnormall~ nar
row spectrum means that the t ransmitted pulse I S too 

figure 1 illustrates the correct appearance of good 
ringing time on an A scope. The receive r gai~ is set so 
that the grass is from one-qua rte r to one-thtrd of the 

I • 

- . 

long, resulting in a long ringing time and high power 
reading on the echo box meter, but which leads to a 
false indication of exceptional radar performance. 

Frequency meas11rement: The resonant frequency of 
the echo box at a particular setting is eithe'r given 
directly on the tuning dial or can be determined from 
a dial-setting frequency calibration chart supplied with 
the equipment. By determining the resonant frequency 
of the box at maximum power meter reading, the fre
quency of the incoming radiation can be obtained. 

T R-box recovery: Reducing the receiver gain appre: 
ciably means shortening the apparent ringing t ime on 
the scope as shown in figure 3, curves A, B, and C. If 
the ring ing time is shorte r than the TR-box recovery 
time the echo-box pattern on the scope is distorted, as 
ind icated in curve E. The TR recovery time is measured 
as shown in curve D, the slope of which differs notice
ably from receiver saturation. TR-box recovery time 
should be less than one mile. 

Receiz,er recovery: When the receiver recovery after a 
pulse is normal the grass appears approximately the 
same strength regardless of whether the echo box is 
tuned or de-tuned, assuming the receiver gain is ad
justed as it would be when measuring radar perform
ance. \XIhen the echo box is tuned the g rass on the 
scope will appear immediately at the end of the ringing 
patte rn as pointed out in a previous paragraph. \XIhen 
the receiver recovery time is longer than normal, the 
noi se is weak and does not appear for some time after 
the end of the ring ing pattern, or in extreme cases, not 
at all. Receiver non-recovery is usually an indication of 
a defective i-f or video stage. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING 
In connection with trouble shooting, radar operation 

may be analyzed as follows: A radio-frequency pulse is 
produced in the transmitter tube, which is some fo rm of 
high-frequency oscillator. for good performance the 
pulse must have the proper frequency spectrum and 
must be of the desired power. This pu lse must be sent 
to the antenna through the r-f transmission line with as 
l ittle loss as possible, and then must be rad ia ted from 
the antenna. Jf a portion of the pulse power sent out 
from the anten na is reflected back to the antenna as a 
signal, it must be conducted through the transmission 
line, through the T -R tube, and to the mixer, wi thout 
appreciable loss. In the mixer, the r-f signal is mixed 
with the c-w output of a local oscillator to produce a 
beat frequency, or intermediate frequency, at which fre
quency the signal is amplified sufficiently to produce a 
voltage pulse that can be used for indicat ion . Noise gen
erated in the receiving system is ampli fied along with 
the signal. By careful design and maintenance the re-

ceiver may be made to have a good sensitivity, whid1 
means a low level of internally generated noise. The 
receiver must have enoug h gain so that noise may be 
seen on the indicator together with the signal, o ther
wise the ma.ximum sensitivity of the receiver is not 
utilized, and the performance of the set is therefore 
lowered. 

Performance is influenced by the transmitter, because 
it determines the power and frequency characteristics 
of the pulse. lt is influenced by the condition and tun ing 
of the transmission line adjustments, which must be 
properly tuned or attenuation th rough them may be 
great. It is also influenced by the tuning and the con
dition of the T-R tube. In the preamplifier mixer and 
receiver, performance is influenced by the frequency and 
power of the local oscillator input to the mixer, by the 
effectiveness of the r-f to i-f converter, and by the noise 
generated in tbe first r-f tube or c rysta l and first i-f tube. 
Beyond the first i-f stage performance is not g reat ly 
altered by the characteristics of the receiver, gain is not 
important, except that it must be sufficient to allow noise 
to be seen on the indicator. Other components of the 
radar system (modulator, synchronizer, etc. ) m ust be 
functioning p roperly, of course, but they have li ttle part 
in determining overall performance. 

The relative influence upon performance of the com
ponents mentioned above must be understood in test
ing a radar set. Ruinous losses are most likely to occur 
in the components that deal with the received signal 
from the time it is picked up by the an tenna until it 
passes the first i-f stage. Small t roubles, bad con
nections, and lack of adjustment, unimportant thoug h 
they may seem, may cause the complete loss of a signal 
as weak as that picked up from a small ta rget. The 
receiving part of the radar is by far the most likely place 
for losses to occur that affect performance. Noise gen
erated in the preamplifier and mixer cannot be reduced 
below some certain minimum. If a sig nal has dissipated 
too much of its energy before reaching the receiver, no 
amount of amplification will enable it to be seen above 
this no ise on the indicator, s ince the noise is amplified 
with the signal. In the receiving system there are many 
opportunities for half the sig nal power or more to be 
lost, and pyramiding of these losses may make the per
formance extremely poor. 

The transmitt ing system is not as likely to be the cause 
of impai red performance. lf more than half the output 
power is lost, the trouble will usually be indtcaled by 
improper transmitter current, a spectrum of low ampli
tude, stand ing \Vaves in the r- f line, or arcing in the line. 

The echo box has proved to maintenance personnel 
its value as an aid in trouble shooting . For additional 
information on prefe rred echo boxes for particular 
rada rs, see p. 25 of the March I 946 ELECTRON. 
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Now tbat it is possible to disc11ss 
radar more or leJS openly, there has 
appeared in the literatm·e a veritable 
flood of material on the s11bjerl. 
M ost of this is "old st11/f' to the 
e:<'perienced technician, and holds 
11ery lillie in the way of val11e or 
interest f or him. N ow, 011t of this 
material, E LECTRON presents what 
is believed to be one of the finest, 
most com prebensi ve, stories on 
radar. I t is felt that the reading of 
this excellent story sho11ld be com
p11lsory, and that all persom associ
ated with electronics or radar will 
benefit by s111dying it carej11lly. It is 
reprinted here, by permission, from 
the A11gllsl, 1946, iss11e of the PRo
CEEDINGS of the Im tit11te of Radio 
Engineers. D11e to the length of the 
article, it will be printed injo11r parts 
in com emlitJe iss11es of E LECI'RON. 

• Since a fairly large percentage of the effort of physi
cists and electrical engineers in th is country and in Eng
land was expended on radar development during the 
war, techniques in electronics have advanced at possibly 
ten times the normal peacetime rate. The purpose of 
this paper is to g ive a brief survey of the wartime de
velopments in electronics and to show how these were 
used in a few radar sets. Because the applicat ions of 
radar to civilian activities will probably be of m inor 
importance when compared with the sum total of other 
electronic applications, this survey makes no attempt to 
g ive a complete description of any particular radar set. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF RADAR: ELECTRONIC 
TECHNIQUES OF RADAR 

Basically, radar determines the existence of an object 
by observation of reflected rad io energy. In the case of 
tai l-warning radar and one type of air-search equip ment 
mounted on submarines, the prime use is to g ive warn
ing of the p resence of aircra ft in the neighborhood, the 
exact location being a secondary consideration. H ow
ever, most radar sets are designed to g ive reasonably 
accurate information on the position of the objects 
which are reflecting energy. Bearing or azimuth is nor
mally determined by rotating a d irectional antenna to 
the position of maximum echo, a process similar to 

locating an object by use of a searchlight beam. Simi
larly, one method of measuring ang le of elevation is to 
tilt the antenna to center the beam on the ta rget. in 
contrast with the optical case, in which range must be 
measured by d ifficult triang ulat ion m ethods, radar simp ly 
measures the time for a short pulse of radio energy to 
travel to the target and return. Al though a g reat deal 
of work has gone into development of timing circuits, 
range measurement is operationally an extremely simple 
process compared with optical measurements. Further
more, the range accuracy with properly designed equip
ment is such that secondary bench marks may be located 
fo r topographical surveys by measuring the range to 
primary points. An interesting example of the d iscovery 
of a map error by radar occurred in northern Italy. 
During the operations, a blind-bombing system called 
shoran was very successfully used for bombing pin
point ta rgets such as bridges. This system consists of 
an airborne radar which triggers two coded radio bea
cons at known points on the g round . The signals f rom 
the two beacons, which merely serve to give signals 
which cannot be mistaken for other objects, are disp layed 
on a cathode-ray tube in the aircraft. By suitable t iming 
circuits the range to each of these beacons is measured 
with an accuracy of a few yards, and the position of the 
plane is located by triangulation, using the beacons as 
reference points. With one beacon set up in Corsica and 
the other in Italy, the p~s it ions being accurately located 
from maps, a bombing m ission was run. Strike photo
g raphs showed a miss of almost a thousand yards. Since 
this was about 50 to 100 t imes the error expected , a 
recheck of the calculation of target position was m ade 
but no error was discovered. The suggestion was then 
made that the position of Corsica as shown on the map 
might be wrong . The problem was therefore worked 
back."Ward to correct the position of Corsica. A correc
tion of very nearly 1,000 yards in the map posit ion of 
Corsica was used on the next bombing run with strike 
results indistinguishable from optical bombing. T hat 
this resul t was not fortuitous was borne out by several 
months of successful bombing using the corrected posi
tion for Corsica. 

Since the pulse energy travels the d istance to the 
target twice, once on the way out and again on the 
retu rn trip, the time requi red to receive an echo from 
an object a mile away is that necessary for a radio wave 
to travel two miles. With rad io waves traveling at a 
speed of 186,000 miles a second, 10.7 microseconds 
elapse between the time the pu lse is sent out and the 
time it is received from a target one mi le away. It is 
apparent, therefore, that time measurements must be 
made in terms of millionths of a second . Furthermore, 
the t ransmitted pulse may be a large fraction of a mile 
or even severa l miles in leng th. fo r th is reason the 
range must be measured by determining the time in ter-
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val between the start of the transmitted p ulse and the 

beginning of the received pulse. M ethods for measuring 
range and d isplaying target positions will be d iscussed 

in detai l later. 

MAXIMUM RANGE O F A RADAR SEJ 
Before discussing detai ls of actual equipments, let us 

examine some of the factors which determine whether 

or not a measurable reflection of energy can be ob
tained f rom an object. T o be detectable, the received 

power Pr must obviously be g reate r than the minimum 
power sensitivity of the receiver. T he prob!li!m of de
termining the maximum range of the set is, therefore, 
one of calculating the range at w h ich t he received power 
is just measurable . The re lationship between the major 
factors which affect the received power may be derived 

as follows. 

The power per un it area at the "targ et" will be pro

portional to t he instantaneous peak power transmitted 

by the radar P 
1

,, and w i II be proportional to the gain 
G of the t ransmitt ing antenna, where the gain in a given 
direction represents the increase in power resulting from 
focusing of the radio energy by the antenna as compared 
with that which would h ave been present if the energy 
had been radiated equally in all directions. For example, 
placing a dipole at the focus of a searchlight type of 
reflector may result in an increase of a factor of 1,000 
in the amount of power sen t in one direction. The re

flector has, therefore, resulted in a gain of 1,000 in the 

di rection of the focused beam as compared with the 
dipole, while in o ther directions the amount of power 
has been corresponding ly g reatly reduced. Unless other
wise specified the crain is understood to mean the ratio 

' b 
of power increase in the strongest p a rt of the beam. A 
so-called " isotropic radiator," one which radiates equally 
in all di rections, is usually conside red as the source for 
measuring gain. On this b asis a d ipole in its strongest 

d irections o f radiation bas a gain of 3/ 2; hence, the 
antenna in the above example has a gain G = 1500. 
U sing the above facts, we may write for a target a 

d istance R f rom an isotropic radiator. 

power pe r unit area = P 7,j47rR2 ( 1) 
and fo r an actual antenn a with a gain G, 

power per unit area = P7.Gj 411'R2 . (2) 

This energy is intercepted by the target and scattered 
in many directions, a portion being re flected to the re
ceiving antenna which may or may not be the same as 
the transmitting antenna. Since most targets are of a 

very comp li cated form, it is customary to use an effec

tive scattering cross section for the target w h ich is de
fined as the cro ss section of a perfect ly reflecting sphere 

which wou ld g ive the same strength of reflection in the 

d irection o f the radar as does the actual obj ect . (T he 

scattering by such a sphere can be shown to be iso-

tropic.) If this cross section is denoted by S, the total 
power received by the equivalent sphere is 

PrGS 

4rcR2 

T his power will be rerad iated equally in all di rections, 
and the amount intercepted by the receiving antenna 
and thence transmitted to the receiver will be 

P , = ------ (3) 
4,.R2 4,.R2 

where A is the area of the receiving antenna. 

A rather complex calculation shows that the gain of 
an antenna is g iven by 

A7, 
G = K -

t._2 
( 4 ) 

where A 1, is the area of the antenna, A. is the wavelength, 

and K is a constant which varies with the type and 
efficiency of the antenna but is, 111 general, b etween 3 
anrl 10 in magnitude. 

Since most radars use the same antenna for trans- ~ 
mitting and receiving, we may take the antenna areas in ~ 

(3) and (4) as being equal for simplicity of discussion . 1 

Substituting ( 4) in (3) and rearranging we obtain 

R = 4 I p TSKA2 4 I CP,l'SA2 
V 16,r!!P,A.2 V P,.t..2 

where 

C = K / 16-::2. 

If Pr is considered to be the minimum energy detectable 

• 4 . 
I. • I 

by the receiver, ( 5) shows that the maximum range at 
which an object can be detected is proportional to the t 
fou rth root of the power, the square root of the an tenna f 
area, and the square root of the frequency since fre- • 
quency bears a reciprocal relationship to t he wave

length. We see, therefore, that changing the powe r ouf 

put or the receiver sensitivity does not alter the maxi
mum range as rapid ly as a change in antenna area or , 
wavelength. Before making a sample substitution in 
( 5), Jet us see what values may be considered reasonable \ 
for the above factors. 1 

' 

- ' 

If a more accurate value for K is not known from ex
perimentally measured gains on antennas of the type 
to be used , a value of 5 wi ll serve as a fa irly representa

tive number for range calculations. 

T he effective cross-section area of the target is usually 

not under the cont rol of the radar set designer. For de

tection of aircraft, for example, the set must be bui lt 

with due regard to the effective re fl ect ion from stand

ard planes. In a few cases, such as the use of radar to 
locate a rubber life raft carrying a meta l reflector, the 
size of the reflect ing surface can be varied w ithin reason -
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able l imits to obtain the desired performance. For ob

jects such as aircraf t o r ships, the effective cross section 
S will obviously vary with the size, being larger for the 
larger craft. On the other hand, because of the compli 
cated shape of such objects the reflection w ill va ry con
siderably with the orientation. This is especially true 
where there are fl at surfaces which may g ive an intense 
directional reflection for a very specific orientation. T he 

flash of the sun f rom the windshield o f an approach ing 

car when it is in just the right position is a common 
example of such a h ig hly d irectional reflection. This 
variation in reflection results in a radar signal which 
varies considerably in strength as a plane is deflected 
sligh tly from its course by rough air or by small changes 
in steering by the p ilot. In the case of a ship, the roll
ing caused by the waves may easily be seen in the chang
ing sig nal strength . T he net result is that the maximum 

range of a set is not a definite quantity. It not on ly 
varies with the size of the object, but wi ll vary from 

one t rial to another w ith the same object. For example, 

a plane flying away from a radar set will show a con
ti nuous but fluctuating sig nal when near the set. As it 

gets farther away the signal will at times drop below 
the m inimum detectable value, causing the tracking to 
become intermittent. As the d istance increases still more, 
the intervals during which the s ignal is lost become 

longer because only the peaks are seen. Eventua ll y even 

the strongest peaks are too weak to see. T he range at 
wh ich the l ast signal is seen will, the refore, depend on 

just how the p lane happened to be bounced around by 
roug h air. For radar-set design, it is customary to con
sider the range of a set for a particular target as t hat 
d istance for wh ich the s ignal is visible ha lf of the time. 
It has also been customary to use the effective cross sec
tion of a medium-sized plane such as an A -20 or B-25 
for computing ranges on planes. Fighters w ill then g ive 
ranges about 2 5 pe r cent less, small planes such as 

'"Cubs" w ill be about 35 per cent Jess, while l arge 
bombers and t ransports may be fo llowed 20 to 30 p er 
cent farther, depend ing on the size. Experimenta lly, it 
has been determined that a value of S = 21r2 will g ive a 
reasonable p rediction of the range on a med ium bomber 
when used in ( 5) for frequencies between 100 and 9000 
megacycles. T h is va lue is only approximate, and the 1r~ 

is used not for theoret ical reasons but in orde r to 
s implify the numerical calculat ion . 

In general , the va lue of S for a g iven object is very 
small when the dimensions are small compared with the 
wavelength. As the wavelength is decreased, S ri ses 

rapid ly as h alf-wave resonance is approached, and then 
fal ls very g radually with further decrease in wavelength. 

The exact shape of the cu rve is d ependent on the shape 

o f the obj ect, the maximum at resonance being m uch 
more pronounced for a properly oriented w ire than for 

a wide object. 

The maximum transmitter powe r available will vary 
with the frequency chosen for the set. For example, at 
extremely short wavelengths, say in the neig hborhood 
of 1 centimeter, the an tenna dipoles and transmission 
lines may impose the eventual lim it to the po\ver which 
can be h and led, whereas at 1 meter the transmi tter tube 
may always remain the limiting factor. A t present, in 

all frequency regions used for radar, th e power output 
of exis ting transmitters is the limiting factor. For wave

lengths longer than about 7 centimeters, present tech
niques will p e rmit a p eak pulse-power output g reater 
than 1,000,000 watts, provided the spacing between 
pulses is great enoug h to keep the average powe r ·wi thin 
the ratings of the tubes. I n the ne ig hborhood of 3 
centimeters, p eak powers of about 25 0 kilowatts are 
available, while near 1 centimeter only about 50-kilowatt 

output may be realized with present tubes. Where 
weig ht and size of the transmitter are not considerations 
and it is desired to obtain as g reat a range as possible, 
a radar system should be designed to use the maximum 
power available w ith existing techniques at th e chosen 
frequency. Frequently weig ht and size are importan t 
and may set t he limit on the p ractical power for th e 
application . For example, in an a ircraft it m ay not be 
feasible to carry a suffic iently large transmitter unit nor 
to supply the power to operate a set with an output of 

1 megawatt. I n such cases, consideration of the prope r 
allotment of weight between the transmitter and an 
tenna must be made to obtain the optimum-range p er

formance. 

In computing the ma.."imum range to be exp ected f rom 
a radar, P,. is the m in imum power which the receiver can 
detect. For the frequency range commonly u sed in 
radar, receivers can detect s ig nals as small as 1 to 0.1 
micromicrowatt. Since the cost in weight, size, and 
complexity of a good receiver is at most only slightly 

greate r than that of a poor one, the receiver is always 

des igned to h ave the greatest p ossib le sensit ivity. 

Ante nna sizes are u sually determined by considera
t ions of mechanical des ig n, space, or weig ht. It is at 
present considered impractical to bu ild antennas much 
over 30 feet w ide for transportable field equipment, 
althoug h larger s izes mig ht be qui te practica l for perma
nent fixed i nstal lations. For ship or airborne sets and 
for many g round pu rposes even this size of antenna is 
impractical. Fu rthe rmore, in many appl ications the 
maximum possible range is un necessary ; hence, a small 
antenna is adequate. The aspects of antenna design 

will be more fu lly covered in later sections on antennas 

and radar systems. 

T he factors cont roll ing the choice of frequency are 
wave-p ropagation effects and anten na beamwiclth . T hese 

will be discussed in detail in later chapters. Let us now 

use (5) to compute th e range of a la rge microwave set 
which might have the follow ing values : 
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A= 
1..= 

Pr = 
P ,= 

200 square feet 
4 inches = 1/ 3 foot 

750 kilowatts= 750,000:watts 
5 X 1()-13 watt 

R 4 I 5 7.5 x 105 x 2"2x (200)2 
= v 16;.2 5 X 10_13 (1/3)2 

= 760,000 feet = 144 miles 

or roughly 150 miles on a medium bomber. 

WAVE PROPAGATION AND ATMOSPHERIC 
EFFECTS: HORIZON LIMITATION 

Because the effective scattering cross section of an 
object decreases very rapidly for wavelengths greater 
than the ma..ximum dimension of the obj ect, wavelengths 
longer than a few meters are not practical for detection 
of aircraft and small ships. This fact is unfortunate, 
because at high frequencies very little energy reaches 

·~--~· .. " -----
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FIGURE 1-i\faximum pick
up range on target. ~ 

FIGURE 2-AnomafOIIS 
propagation effects. 

the region below the horizon. Hence, the maximum 
range of detection of ships and of very low-flying air
craft is usually determined by the horizon rather than by 
the performance of the radar. A very easily remembered 
formula which takes into account a small penetration of 
the radio energy below the optical horizon can be used 
to calculate the horizon ranges. The formula is 

R= y2H (6) 

where the range R is in land miles and the height H 
is in feet. As may be seen from Figure 1, the range to 
the target from the antenna is the sum of the target 
horizon range RT and the antenna horizon range R11 • 

Hence the maximum pickup range ( if the set perform
ance is not the limiting factor) will be 

where I { 1' is the target height and H 11 is the antenna 
height. As an example, a plane at 50-feel elevation will 
first be seen by a radar at 200 feet when it approaches to 

R = yi2X56 + y2 X 200 = y l OO + y400 = 
30 miles. 

Nole that R is slant range to the target rather than 
ground range, because the radio waves travel in straight 
lines rather than following the su rface of the earth. 

For large vessels which have an appreciable super
structure, the maximum pickup range will be determined 
by the antenna height and the height of the superstruc
ture of the target. On the other hand, very small boats 
will not be seen appreciably beyond the distance from 
the antenna to the horizon. 

A NOMALOUS PROPAGATION 

Since the atmosphere is not uniform in either density 
or moisture content, it is possible for local conditions 
to exist under whid1 the radio beam is appreciably bent 
by inhomogeneities. Cond itions under which the beam 
does not follow the normal straight-line path are called 
conditions of "anomalous propagation." Bendi ng of the 
beam is most apt to occur on days when there is l ittle 
wind and in places where the air temperature is different 
from the surface temperature. Anomalous propagation 
is most prevalent over water, where a pronounced tem
perature gradient may be established by heat interchange 
between the water and the air immediately above it. 
Over-water conditions are also favorable for formation 

(a) Note echoes corresponding to map position of 
Cherbo11rg 

(b) Tbe map outline traced on tbe photograph d oes uot 
apfJear 011 radar 

fiG URE 3-Radar photographs of Cherbomg Peninmla 
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of a moisture g radient by evaporation from the water 
surface. Since. the velocity of the radio wave is slightly 
less in dense or moist air than in less dense or dry air, 
the beam will be bent in the direction of the optically 
dense laye r. Figure 2(a) shows one condition which 
will cause downward bending, while Figure 2 (b) shows 
a condition which will cause upward bending. Under 
the conditions incjicated in Figure 2(a) , surface targets 
may be seen far beyond the horizon. Perhaps the most 
extreme case of this type of anomalous propagation has 
occurred over the Indian Ocean where the coast of 
'Arabia has been seen by a station on the west coast of 
Ind ia, a distance of 1200 miles. Less spectacular ex
amples of this type of anomalous propagation are quite 
frequent. Figure 3(a) shows the outline of the Cher
bourg Peninsula as seen from Start Point, in England, 
on the evening of 7 June, 1944. In addition to the 
echoes from the land, some of the invasion shipping and 
air activity can be seen. The concentric circles are cen
tered at the radar station and are separated by ten-mile 
intervals. Figure 3 (b) shows the appearance of the same 
ind icator a few hours earlier when the atmosphere was 
behaving normally. From this station during the spring 
and summer, part of the French coast was visible sev
eral evenings a week. As a rule, near land the condi
t ions for anomalous propagation are more favorable in 
some d irections than others. For example, at this site 
the Cherbourg Peninsula was much more frequently ob
served than the Brest Peninsula, although the distances 
and heights of the land masses were not appreciably 

different. 

Anomalous propagation of the type shown in Figure 
2(a) favors long-range detection of ships and low-flying 
aircraft, while that shown in .figure 2(b) prevents seeing 
objects on the surface until they are very close to the 
radar. Although the condition of .figure 2 (b) is less 
common than that in .figure 2 (a) , it has been observed a 
number of times. For example, a station on the coast of 
Rhode Island normally saw Block Island as an extremely 
strong signal at a d istance of 19 miles, but on several 
days no trace of this signal could be observed for sev
eral hou rs at a time. During these same periods, echoes 
from hills beyond Providence were of normal strength 
indicating both that the set was operating normally and 
that the unusual atmospheric conditions existed only 
over the water. On these days visibility was good nea r 
the su rf ace of the water but graded into a dense fog at 
a few hundred feet, giving visible evidence of a moisture 

gradient. 

Since many complex conditions may exist, sud1 as the 
partial t rapping of the energy in a layer which is well 
above the surface of the earth, this discussion by no 
means covers the subject of atmospheric condit ions lead
ing to anomalous propagation. These propagation effects 
are dependent on frequency and are usually more p ro-

nounced at high frequency but, in the case of trapping 
layers, may show rather large changes in behavior near 
critical frequencies which are related to the thickness of 
the layer. In order to get trapping or to show a pro
nounced bending, it is necessary for the antenna to be 
at about the same height as the layer in which the 
gradient exists. For example, a radar set on Saipan was 
sited at 1500 feet above sea level, where an almost con
tinuous condition favorable to trapping of energy exists . 
This resulted in unusually long range pickup of aircraft 
at altitudes of 1000 to 2000 feet. H owever, on the days 
when this condition moved up to 2500 feet, no effect 
could be observed on the pickup range of aircraft at 
any altitude . 

So far, nothing has been said about the magnitude of 
these bending effects. The amount of bending of the 
radio beam is rarely more than one or two degrees be
cause change in the index of refraction of the atmos
phere with moisture content and density is actually very 
small. Furthermore, only the energy traveling within 
the layer and within one or two degrees of the direction 
of the layer is appreciably affected by the refractive 
gradients. 

GROUND REFLECTION 
A quite different phenomenon of nature still further 

limits our ability to place the radio energy exactly where 
we desire it. Land and water are good reflecting surfaces 
for radio waves, particularly at grazing incidence. Con
sequently, if a part of the wave from the transmitter 
strikes the earth's surface, it will be reflected into the 
beam above the surface. If this reflected wave is in 
phase with the direct wave, it will reinforce, and if out 
of phnse, it will cancel. Furthermore, if the reflected 
wave is equal to the directly transmitted wave in ampli-

FIGURE 4-Reflection of radar beam 

tude, there will be places where the cancellation is com
plete and others where the amplitude is doubled. If the 
earth is assumed to be fl at, the eli rections of maximum 
reinforcement and cancellation can be computed easily. 
Many readers will reco~nize this as the well -known 
optical problem of the Lloyd's mirror. Calculation of 
the exact distribution of the wave, especially for a curved 
earth, is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The direct wave from the antenna, figure 4, makes an 
angle B with the reflecting plane, while the reflected 

wave which reaches the same point in space starts down
ward striking the earth at an angle a. Since the angle 
of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence, the re-
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fleeted wave will leave the earth at an ang le a and will 

appear to have come from the mirror image B of the 

antenna at A. If the line AC is drawn perpendicular to 

BP, the distance BC w ill very nearly equal the differ
ence in patb between the direct and reflected waves fr'om 

the antenna to the point of intersection of these two 

lines in space. The more nearly the direct and reflected 

waves parallel each other, the more accurate is th is ap

proximation. The approximate path difference is then 

BC = 2h sin a. (8) 
The condition for reinforcement is that the direct and 

reflected waves be in step. This cond ition wi ll obviously 
be met when BC is a whole number of wavelengths if 
there is no phase shift upon re flection. (This condition 
of no phase shi ft holds for vertical polarization only. ) 
Mathematically 

BC = nA. 
where n is an integer. H ence, 

sin a= nA.j 2b. 
Equation ( 10) may be wri tten as 

(9 ) 

(10 ) 

a= n>.. j 2b = direction of max imum reinforcement ( ll ) 
if a is small and only the first few maxima above the 

horizon are considered. It must be remembered that 

this equation was derived with the use of seYeral ap

proximations and does not apply for large values of II 

nor for conditions where the antenna is on ly a few wave

lengths high. 

For horizontal pola ri zation there is a 180-degree phase 

sh ift on reflection so that (10) and (11) become the 

conditions for cancellation. 

Cancellation for vertical polarization and rein force

ment for horizontal polarization will occur at angles 

halfway between those determined by (11). 

The result of reflection from the earth's surface is a 

series of lobes in the vertical p lane of the antenna pat

tern. The spacing between these Jobes decreases linearly 

with antenna height and increases linearly with wave

length. 

Figure 5 shows the lobe pattern for two different an

tenna heights for the SCR-270 Army radar which oper

ates at 106 megacycles. The energy striking the g round 
is essentially equal to the d irect radiation, w ith the 

result that virtually complete cancellation takes place in 
the "nulls." In the directions of the lobe maxima the 

range is twice what it would have been without g round 

reflection, because the amplitude of the wave has been 

doubled by reinforcement. The power at the target is 

thereby increased by a factor of 4, and another fac tor of 

4 in power occu rs by reinforcement of the received 

radiation . 

Although the range has been doubled in certain direc

tions by .ground reflection, this has been accomplished 

at the expense of causing blind regions. If the curves of 
fi~ure 5 are interpreted as the lines a long which the 

signal from a given-sized aircraft is just measurable, it 

is apparent that between the lobes the plane will not be 

seen, while well within the lobes the sig nal will be 

strong. The fading of the signal from an approaching 
plane on jlCCount of this lobe pattern can be very 
troublesome operationally. For example, at 30,000 feet, 

under the conditions of figure 5 (a) , between 115 and 

145 miles the whereabouts of a plane cannot be deter

mined. This presents a very serious difficulty when the 

set is being used to intercept hostile aircraft or to avoid 
possible coll ision between fri endly planes. 

A further disadvantage of designing a set which de
pends on g round reflection arises from the fact that re

inforcement in the desired directions can be obtained 
only over relatively flat g round. Sets such as the SCR-
270 were not successful in the mountainous country of 

Burma because in many places there was no surface 

flat enough to give reflection. Moreover, in other places 

the surface was fa r from horizontal, with the result 

that the vertical pattern was unpredictable and d iffered 
rad ically with the compass d irection. On the other hand, 

(a) Allte/1/la beigbt 125 feet 

(b ) Antenna height = 1000 feet 

FIGURE 5- V erliral-rot'erage diagrclllt f or 106 megacycles 

j • 

these sets were extremely successful on the Pacific islands 
where they were used for air search over water. At 

wavelengths of 20 centimeters or less, tree tops and 
bushes absorb so much of the energy that very little 

reflection can be expected. However, at these short 
wavelengths a flat surface, such as an air field or a water 

surface, acts as an excellent mirror. 

Figure 6 shows the coverage diagram of a large set 

operating at a wavelength of about 10 centimeters. Fig-

( a) A 11tenna pointed 1 degree 
above borizon. C/lrvc A is for 
uo gro11nd reflection . ~1d is ad-

jllsted to match the .•CR-270 
performance. 

(b) Antenna poi11ted at horizon 
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F IGU RE 6- V ertical coverage diagram for 3000 mega-
rJ'rles. Antenna beigbt, 100 feet 

ure 6(a). shows the calculated coverage over water when 

the center of the betp\t is pointed 1 degree above the 

horizon. The nulls do tlot go to zero because the power 
striking the water is < onsiderably less than the direct 
wave. The dotted curve labeled A shows the coverage 

of this set with the same antenna angle, but when no 

g round or water reflection occurs. Figure .6 (b) shows 
the calculated coverage with the antenna po111ted so that 

the center 1 ine of the antenna beam l ies along the water. 

It mig ht be a rgued that these lobes are so close toget~er 
that the nulls would not be troublesome. Track111g 

results taken with somewhat reduced performance but 

under conditions corresponding to figure 6 (b) a re 

shown in fig ure 7. The main difference attributable to 

the reduced performance is that the whole patte rn . is 

proportionately reduced in slant range so that the mr

craft flig hts do not have to be as long to pass out of the 

coverage of the set. The in termittent tracking is due to 

the lobe structure, but with lobes this closely spaced, 

variations in aircraft altitude and unsteadiness in the 
atmosphere make it impossible to repeat observations on 

the exact positions of the nulls. When the lobes are as 
large as those in figure 5, Bight tests show • consistent 

results on the null positions. 

The only advantage in designing a set to use ground 

reflection is to avoid build ing a tall reflector or radiating 

surface. The same range w ithout the nulls can always 

be obtained by making the vertical aperture of the 

antenna four times as g reat and tilti ng the cente r of the 

beam to prevent a large amount of the rad iation from 

sl rik ing the g round. 

ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION 
Absorption of energy by the atmosphere may limit 

the use of certain frequencies for radar. For wave

lengths g reater than 2 centimeters, the absorption of 

moist air is not li kely to impose a serious li mitation. 

A t shorter wavelengths there arc strong absorption bands 

caused by water vapor and oxygen, with some narrow 

transparent regions between these bands. Because of 

this absorption it wi ll probably never be practical to usc 

wavelengths below 2 centi meters for long-range opera

tion. 
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SOLID LINES SHOW TRACKS OF PLANE 
WHEN SEEN BY RADAR , BLANK SPACES 
WHERE MISSED BECAUSE OF NULLS 
IN LOBE STRUCTURE. RANGE IN NAUTICAL 

FIGU RE 7-Cot,erage on TBM plane over water 

A t 3 centimeters the absorption and scattering of 

radiation by the water droplets may cause a serious 

decrease in signal strength of a target beyond a heavy 
tropical shower 10 miles across. 

Obviously, this loss in performance is a serious handi

cap in certain long-range applications sud1 as warning 

of approaching hostile aircraft. At 10 centimeters, 50 

miles of heavy rain between the radar and the target 

causes no serious decrease in performance, whi le at 

longer wavelengths the loss is not readily measurable. 

. A part of the loss in a heavy shower is due to absorp

tiOn of energy and a part is due to scattering by the 

drople ts. The scattering not only weakens the beam 

beyond the shower but a lso returns energy to the re

ceiver, with the resu lt that an echo is observed. At 1200 

megacycles, only the very heaviest t ropical showers g ive 

an appreciable echo. At 3000 megacycles, a moderate 
rain w ill g ive a return, while at 9000 megacycles, very 

ligh t ra in can be seen. However, even at frequencies 

as high as 9000 megacycles, fog particles which make 

up the o rdinary cumulus clouds cannot be seen ; d rops 

large enoug h to be considered rain rather than a heavy 

fog are necessary to g ive an echo. 

Since the rain echo is the sum of the re flections from 

a la rge number of drops spread over a volume of space, 

the relative echo strength compared with some object 

such as an aircraft wi ll depend on the beamwidth and 

pulse length of the radar as well as the frequency. If 
the rain storm is wider than the beam, chang ing the 

beamwidth with all other factors constant w ill not affect 

the strength of the returned signal, because a fixed frac

tion of the energy wi ll be reflected. A' plane, on the 

other hand, is usually mud1 smaller than the beam; 

therefore, any concentration of the energy into a nar

rower pencil wi ll resul t in a greater amount being inter

cepted by the plane and also in an increased signal. 

Again, if the storm is longer than the wave train in one 

pulse, energy will be received simultaneously from drops 

along the length of this wave train, while the aircraft 

>viii be returning energy from only a short length o f the 

wave. Hence, decreasing the pulse length wi ll increase 

the plane sig nal re lative to the storm. Investigations in 

Florida by the Army Air Forces indicate that at 3000 
megacycles a !-degree beamwidth and a ! -microsecond 

pulse length will g ive plane sig nals larger than storm 

signals where it is safe to fly. In the t ropical thunder

storms p revalent in that part of the world, turbu lent 

centers of much g reater echo strength are p resent. In 

n_one of tl~e cases investigated were the pilots w ill ing to 

nsk entermg the regions of very strong storm echoes. 

Thus _the possibility exists of g uiding planes through 

gaps In bad weather where the p resence of dangerous 

local storms would make it unsafe to fl y unaided . At 

.. , 

. . 

9000 megacycles, most rain storms give echoes stronger 

than small planes, while at 1200 megacycles, only the 

most intense regions in a storm are visible. Figure 8 

FIGU RE 8- Erboes f rom deme clouds on 10-centime/er 
radar 

shows the appearance of thunder storms on a 10-centi
meter radar set. The· set was located on the west coast 

of Florida. 

THE BASIC RADAR SET 
So far, this discussion has involved the general be

havior of the radiation in space. l et us now see what is 

FIGURE 9-Biock rliagfam of basic radar set 

needed to build a radar set. Figure 9 shows the basic 

components which must be used in all sets. 

T he modulator, otherwise known as a keyer or pulser, 

is a pulse generator. Its output consists of a ser ies of 

short square-topped voltage pulses separated by time 
intervals much greater than the pu lse duration. T hese 

pu lses drive the transmi tter, which in tu rn generates 

short wave trai ns of h igh-frequency radiation. These 

are piped to the transmi tt ing antenna th rough coaxial 

cable or wave guide in most sets. Since reception takes 

p lace in the time intervals between the transmitted 

pul ses, it is more economical to use the same antenna 

for transmitt ing and receiving, although th is is not neces

sary . W here a common antenna is used, the receiver 

must be isolated by a very fast-acting switch to p revent 

damage by the outgoing power. Since mechanical 

swi tches are not fast enough, a gas disdlarge device is 

normal ly used. The term "TR box" ( transmit-receive 

box) has become the generally accep ted designa tion for 

this switch. During reception the radio-frequency energy 

is channeled to the receiver, where it is amplified and 

converted into video signals. These are then disp layed 

on an indicator which is usually some form of cathode

ray tube. In a few cases, the display is in the form of 

a meter or an audio tone. Since range is measured by 

timing the pulse to the target and back, the indicator 

must have timing circui ts which are synchronized wi th 

the out-going pulse. H ence, a sweep synchroniz ing volt

age is needed. If the set also determines azimuth posi

tion of the target by the directional properties of the 

antenna, some means must be used to indicate the an

tenna posit ion. 

Although all radars have these basic components 

(with the excep tion that the TR box may be rep laced 

by a separate receiving antenna) , there is considerable 

va riation in the construction and refinements. Special

ized components are f requen tly added to accomplish 

some particular purpose. In general, once the f requency 
o f a new set is chosen, the antenna together with its 

mount, the indicat ion, and the special-purpose compo

nents require the most development. 

MODULATOR DESIGN 
The maj or problems consist of con trolling the pulse

repetition frequency (PRF), and of generat ing a h igh

voltage pulse sui table for driving the transmitte r. Since 

the voltage applied to the transmi tte r may be as h igh 

as 50 kilovolts wi th peak power of 5 megawatts there 

are also problems of insulation and suitable control, and 

safety circui ts must be provided. A lthough there has 
been considerable improvement in hig h-voltage cable 

and connector desig n and in control- relay construction 

during the war, these techniques are essentially those 

used in standard radio transmitters and need no special 

discussion. 

SINE-WAVE CONTROL OF PULSE RATE 
In most of the earl ier radar systems, and in systems 

where extremely accurate range measurements must be 

made, a sine-wave oscillator is used to control the pulse
repet ition frequency. T he oscillato r frequency will then 

be the same as the pu lse-repetition f requency or some 

mult iple of it. If the exact spacing between the pu lses 

is not crit ical, a simple tuned-circuit oscillator o r the 

alternating-current power line may be used to obtain the 

sine wave. \XIhere the spacing between pulse:: must be 

held very constant, a crystal-contro lled oscil lator is used . 

A number o f methods can then be used to co nvert 

th is sine wave into a series of pulses suitable fo r driving 

the t ransmitter. 
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a. Overamplification and "differentiation" : By the 

use of several stages of amplification in which the tubes 
are driven beyond cutoff, the sine wave can be converted 
into a series of almost square waves, as shown in figure 
10 (b). If this square wave is fed into a small capacitor
and-resistor combination, as shown in figure 10 (e) , the 
output will appear as in figure 10 (c). During the time 
~he _v?ltage applied to the left-hand side of the capacitor 
~s nstng, the voltage applied to the grid of the follow· 

mg ampli fier will rise because of the action of the 
capacitor. Because of this rise in voltage, current will 
also flow throug h the resistor and partially discharge the 
capacitor, thereby preventing the voltage from rising to 
the full value o f the input. As soon as the applied volt
age becomes constant, the current through the resistor 
st_arts discharging the capacitor. Since the capacitor w ill 
~ t scharge to about one-third of its orig inal voltage in a 
tune R X C seconds ( R = resistance in ohms and 
~ = the capacitance in farads), the width of the- pulses 

tn figure 10(c) can be adj usted accordingly. Since these 
pulses are saw-tooth in shape, further amplification and 

clipping by driving tubes beyond cutoff is necessary to 
obtain square- topped pulses as shown in fig ure 10 (d). 
Proper adjustment of the amplifier-bias points will de
termine the section of the saw tooth which is finally 
used. This method of obtaining square pulses is apt to 
be expensive in tubes and power, because of the total 
amp~ifi.c~tion involved. Furthermore, unless the ampli
ficatton ts extremely g reat, the sides of the pulses will 
not be steep. 

I 
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(0) ~ OSCILLATOR OUTPI.:i 
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(b) RJl AMPi..IF'IER OUTPUT 
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~ (c) ' OIFFERE:~TIAL OUTPUT 
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FIG UR E 10- Sqllare-wal'e ge11erationjrom sine wm;e 

b. Triggering a sqNare-1/lave generator: Rather than 
using the brute-force method outlined above, the sine 
wave w ith a moderate amount of amplificat ion can be 
made to trip a square-wave generator such as a ' 'mu lti
vibrator. " One type of multivibrato r is shown in figure 
11 (a). Other types wi ll be discussed in the section on 
indicators. 

Before the input is turned on, tube 1 is running at 
ze ro bias and tube 2 is biased beyot d cutoff. W hen a 
wave form such as that in figure l l (b) is applied to the 

grid of T1, the g rid is driven negative to cutoff. This 
voltage change is then amplified by the two tubes and 
is fed back onto the grid of T1 by the capacitor C1. T1 

is thereby held beyond cutoff until the charge on cl 
leaks off through Rt. When T1 again becomes conduct
ing, the multivi·brator rapidly returns to its original 
condition. The wave forms in figure 11 (b) show the 
voltage changes on the various electrodes. 

The values of R2. and C2 are not critical. If they are 
so small that the grid of T!! drops back to cutoff before 
T ~ begins to dr~w current, _the _width of the square pulse 
wtll be determmed by t111S orcuit rather than by the 
g rid circuit of T 1 as discussed above. On the otl~er 
hand, if R2 and C2 are very large, the excess negative 
overshoot (see figure 11 (d)) caused by the drop in 
voltage of plate 1 may not have time to leak back to 
approximately th: bias point. \:'hen this happens, the 
~1ext cycle turns T1 off, but the Impulse on the grid of 
T 2 may not be great enough to cause T 2 to draw current. 

0111pu t 

(OJ Input 

/b) lnpul 

(c) Grid r, 

(d) Grid r, 

f iGURE 11- M11/tivibrator tmd 1/Jave f orm r 

Under this condi tion, the multivibrator fa ils to catch and 
noth ing happens in the output. Although large values 
of R2 and Cz may be chosen purposely to make the 
multivibrator go only alternate times or even less fre
quently, for the pu rpose under discussion the va lue is 
chosen to insure recovery within one cycle. It is advan
tageous to have the g rid circuit of T!! recover only 
shortly before the next cycle because thi s prevents trig
gering by stray pickup before the des ired time. 

By replacing C2 with a resistor of the p roper value to 

g ive the correct negative bias on the g rid of 1'2 , it is 

OUTPUT 

fiGUR E 12- Biock diagram of mod11lator employing 
m 11ltivibrator 

. . 

possible to avoid the problems introduced by the recov
ery time of T!!. This form of multivibrator is particu
larly advantageous where the trigger spacing is not 

uniform. 

Figure 12 shows the block diagram of a modulato r 
using a multivibrator for p roducing pulses. 

GENERATION OF A TRIGGER TO OPERATE 
SWITCHING DEVICES 

In a later section, networks will be described which 
give a square wave when discharged. To operate these, 
some form of electronic s"vitch such as a thyratron or 
spark gap is used. These switches are activated by a 
sharp voltage impulse which may be obtained from a 
sine wave by either of the methods described above or 
by use of a blocking oscillator wh ich is tripped by a sine 

wave. .. •• 

OU PU T 

f iGUR E 13- (a) Cathode follotver. (b) Bootstrap 
amplifier 

Where very accurate pulse spacing is not required, it 
is not necessary to use a sine wave as the starting point 
for pulse generation. A saw-tooth generator similar to 
those used in cathode-ray oscilloscopes has been em
ployed to set the pulse-repetition f requency using tech
niques similar to those described above. Another method 
is to start with a multivibrato r similar to that shown in 
fig ure 11 (a) in which the grid of T:~. is returned to 
g round rather than to a negative b ias. Such a multi
vibrator will operate without an input trigger and will 
have a pu lse-repeti tion frequency which is determined 
by the slowest grid-recovery time. A third method is to 

use a rotary spark-gap. 

MODULATOR TYPES 
Radar modulators fa ll into two general ca tegori es : 

(a) those in which the pulse is formed at low level and 
is amplified fo r application to the t ransmitter ; and (b) 
those in which the pulse is generated at high level by 
means of a special network which is discharged into a 

transmitter through a switching device. 

HARD-TUBE MODULATORS 
Modulators wh ich operate by amplifying a small pu lse 

require the use of hig h-power vacuum tubes together 
with the necessary direct-current power supply to oper
ate them. For experi mental purposes they have the ad· 
vantage that the ampli fication is easi ly controlled by 

adjustment of the voltages, but fo r field use they h ave 
the disadvantage of being heavy and co1T)plex. Although 
the ampl ifi cation cou ld be obtained by several stages of 
conventional amplification, this would be extremely ex
pensive in power because some of the tubes would be 
carrying fu ll current for the long inte rvals benveen the 
transmitted pulses. In order to keep the average current 
as small as poss ible it is desirable to operate a ll tubes 
near cutoff and have them turned on only during the 
transmitting period. This requires that all tubes oper
?.te on positive input pulse. In the conven tional ampli
fie r, a positive g rid input causes a negat ive plate output 
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FIGURE 14-H ard-tftbe mod11lator 

which is coupled to the next tube. If the load resistor 
is placed in the cathode circuit, this phase inversion can 
be avoided. Figure 13 shows two circuits in which the 
load resistor is p laced in the cathode circuit. 

When the voltage E is applied to the grid of the 
"cathode fo llower" (see figure 13 (a) ) , the voltage be
tween the grid and cathode will be E - l pR where J" 
is the plate current. A study of the output voltage using 
the curves for any triode w ill show that the output volt
age may be nearly equal to the input voltage but can 
never be appreciably greater. H ence, no p ractical vol t
age amplification occurs. On the other hand, the voltage 
E may be supplied from a low-current source and still 
control a large current th roug h the resistance R. The 
cathode follower is, therefo re, useful· in obtaining cur
rent amplification . Expressed in another way, the cath
ode follower is a useful device for matching a h igh
impedance circuit to a low-impedance load. 

In the case of the "bootstrap ampli fier," the input 
voltage is the actual voltage between the cathode and 
g rid and is not altered by the voltage drop across the 
cathode resistor. This means that the output voltage 
will be l

1
,R, and will be determined from the tube char

acte ristics in the same way as the plate output o f a con
ventional amplifier with the cathode at g round and the 
load con nected between the plate and B+. The one 

disadvantage of the bootst rap amplifie r is that the whole 
c ircuit supplyi ng the input voltage is at a voltage l pR 
above the g round. This means that the chassis must be 
insulated for thi s voltage and that the filament and 
plate t ransformers must be insulated to withstand th is 
voltage. Furthermore, at h igh frequencies the capaci· 
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tance betwee~ this unit and ground may be equivalent 

to an appreoable by-pass capacitor across R. 

Fi.gure 14 shows the essential parts of a modulator 

makmg use of two stages of bootstrap amplification. 

Each of the units enclosed within the dotted lines 

including filaments, must be d irect-current insulated 

from ground either by the use of batteries or with trans

fo~mers built to stand the voltage labeled B+ between 

pnmary a~d secondary. If the pulse from the pulse 
generate · · r JS posJ tJve, a ll output pulses will be positive. 
The t b ·11 · . u es W I carry appreo able current only during the 
time of t · · . ~ansmiSSIOn and the current during the dead 

mterval wtll be determined by the bias voltages. 

A modul~tor of this type giving an output pulse volt

age of 30 kilovol ts and a 1-megawatt direct-current out

put pulse of !-microsecond duration is used in the 

SCR-584. The direct-current power supply to furnish 

the voltage for the output stage weighs about 1800 

pounds and fill s a cabinet about 24 X 30 X 60 inches. 

The m~dulator unit is about the same size and weighs 

approximately 1500 pounds. 

,,, 
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FIGURE 15-Pu/se-forming' network ( a) Artificial line 

(b) Pulse network ( c) P11/se output 

PULSE-NETWORK MODULATORS 
.~uch l ight~r-weight modulators can be built by using 

~ pulse-formmg network" which is discharged d irectly 

mto the transmitter by means of a suitable swi tch. T he 

disad~antage of .this type of modulator over the type 

desmbed above IS that the pulse width is not read ily 

altered. The pulse-forming network is based on the 

principle that a charged t ransmission l ine will mainta in 

a constant current through a short-circui ting resistor 

which is suddenly placed across the line until the whole 

length of line is discharged, and then the current will 

suddenly drop to zero. If the line is terminated at the 

far end by a resistor equal to the impedance of the line, 

no further curren t will flow. The time for this dis

charge to take place is equal to the time required for an 

electrical impulse to travel the length of the transmis

sion line. If the far end of the line is not properly 

terminated, this initial pulse will be followed by a nllln-

ber of oscillations which rapidly die out. Instead of an 

actual transmisison line, an artific ial line made up of 

chokes and capacitors may be used. Figure 15 (a) shows 

one method for making such an artificial line, where all 

chokes L have the same inductance, and all capacitors C 

~SMITTER 
PULSE 
TAANSFOihiE:R 

FIGURE 16-J.r!odu/ator 11sing pulse-formi~tg 11etwork 

are of the same capacitance. This combination of in

ducta~ces and capaci tances will behave more and more 

like an actual transmission line as the number of ele

ments i~ increased. At least ten elements are necessary 

to obtam a reasonably good approximation to a trans

mission line. Only a few circuit elements are necessary 

to give the desired wave form, if the values of L and c 
are properly chosen to have critical values not all e 1 

. . qua. 
A very complex calculation IS required to work back 

from a given wave shape to the values of the capacitors 

an~ d1okes n.ecessary to obtain this desired wave shape. 

T h1s calculatiOn has been carried out for a number of 

cases, and networks which give a square voltage and cur

rent pulse when discha:ged through the proper imped

ance are now commeroally built. Figure 15 (b) 1 . . d S 10WS 
a Circuit use to obtain a pulse ! -microsecond wide at 

the base. The output pulse is as shown in figure 15 (c) . 

A .network of this ~pe c.an drive a transmitter directly, 

prov1ded the transmltte r 1mpedance is correct . tl 
. , or, 1e 
Impedance may be matched by use of a 1 t pu se cans-
former which has been developed to pass the h igh-

fr~quency components in the pulse without serious am

plttu.de or phase distortion. Althoug h these transformers 

are Hon-cored, they pass video pulses of less than 1 
microsecond in width . figure 16 shows the basic circuit 

for a modulator of the pulse-network type. 

The pulse-forming. network is charged by the h igh

voltage power supply tn the interval between transmi tted 

pulses. At th~ proper time the switching device closes 

an.d a llows this charge to be dissipated in the trans

mitter. The current limiter is placed in the circu it to 

~r~vent overload of the power supply while the switch 

JS 10 th.e ~losed position. T he current obviously must be 

kept Withm the rating of the power supply but must be 

~reat en~ugh to permit charging of the pulse line dur

Ing the t ime the transmitter is off. As mentioned above 

the output may go to a pulse transformer between th; 

modulator and transmitter. W hen the impedance of the 

modu lator is less than that of the transmitter the pulse 

transformer used for impedance matching will also step 

up the pulse v~ltage, thereby permitting a low-voltage 

modulator to dnve a tube at hig h voltage. For example 
"f 0 k"l > 1 3 1 ovolts are needed at the transmitter and the 

. . 

pulse transformer gives a voltage step-up of 3 to 1, only 

10 kilovolts need be handled in the modulator, thus 

simplifying insulation problems. Since the transmitter 

may be some distance from the modulator, it is custom

ary to make the modulator impedance 50 ohms. The 

modulator will then be matched to a 50-ohm cable, a 

type which is readily available and is suitable for han

dling h igh-voltage pulses. 

The switching device in figure 16 may take a number 

of different forms. Gas tubes such as thyratrons or 

ig nitrons may be used. These must be tripped by a 

trigger, which may be obtained by the methods dis

cussed in the first part of this chapter but need not 

necessari ly be a square wave, provided the leading edge 

is steep. One inte resting development in thyratrons for 

this purpose is a hydrogen-fi lled tube which will operate 

a modulator with a peak power output of over 1 mega

watt. Th is tube is only slightly larger than a g lass 6L6. 

Hig her powers can be handled by using these tubes in 

parallel. The firing time with a suitably fast trigger is 

re liable enough that two tubes may be fired simultane· 

ously to within l j 50th of a microsecond, provided the 

time delays in the transmission of the pulse to the grids 

a re equalized. 

Another switching device which has been successfully 

used is a triggered spark gap. The pulse-repetition fre

quency is set at the des ired value by a~plying a voltase 

impulse to the gap. Since this voltage IS merely used. to 

initiate the spark, the main power and voltage commg 

from the pulse-formi ng network, a simple low-powered 

t rigger unit can be used . 

Probably the simplest type of switching device which 

can be used is the rotary spark gap in which the pulse

repetition frequency is determined by the r~tor speed 

and the number of points in the gap. ThiS type of 

switch has the one serious disadvantage that it cannot 

be used in applications where the spacing between pulses 

must be held constant. The time interval between 

pulses may vary as much as 100 micr~sec~nds beca.use of 

motor-speed variations and irregulanty m the d istance 

that successive sparks jump as the gap closes. For many 

applications this is no handicap. 

Modulators built around the basic circuit shown in 

figu re 16 will weigh about one quarter t~ one eig hth as 

much as the type described first and wtll occupy less 

than half the space for the same power output. 

One other trick which can be used to simplify modu

la to rs where the pulse- repetition frequency can be tied 

to the frequency of the modulator power s.upply is to 

allow the switch ing device to act as the rectifier. If the 

direct-curren t power su pp ly in figure 16 is replaced by 

an alte rnating-current source, the pulse network will 

alternately be charged positively and negatively. If a 

positive d1arge on the network is the desired condi tion 

at the time of closing the switch, the modulator wil l 

operate if the switching device is made to dose at the 

peak of the charging cycle. This can be done by gen

erating a trigger from the alternating-cu rren t which is 

then applied to a thyratron or fixed spark gap. A phase 

shift may be required to adjust tl1e timing trigger for 

optimum performance, but this presents no great diffi

culty. An alternate method is to operate a rotary gap 

with a synchronous motor, again adjusting the phase 

properly. 

Since the pulse-forming network acts as a capacitance 

in the circuit and the current limiter may be an induct

ance, the values may be chosen to obtain resonance at 

the alternating-current frequency. This results in a volt

age higher than the output of the transformer, thereby 

decreasing the size of the transformer needed. Resonant 

charging by the same method will also take place with 

a direct-current source of power as shown in figure 16 if 

the circuit is resonant at the pulse-repetition frequency. 

An early experimental modulator furnishes a good 

example of a rotary-gap type using alternating-current 

charging. The circuit is essentially that shown in figure 

16. Since the set operates on 60-cycle power and a pulse

repetition frequency of about 400 pulses per second is 

desired, a motor generator is used to obtain 400-cycle 

single-phase power from the main 60-cycle power. This 

power is applied to the pulse network through a step-up 

transformer without being rectified. The curren t limiter 

does not appear as a separate choke because of the spe

cial design of the transformer to obtain resonance with 

the pulse .network. The switching device is a rota ry gap 

mounted on the same shaft as the motor generator, the 

phasing being adjusted by moving the fixed spark-gap 

points. This modulator, including control box, weighs 

only 600 pounds and has a power output of 3 mega

watts. The over-all dimensions are approximately 

20 X 30 X 40 inches. 

TRANSMITIERS 
The wartime trend in radar has been steadily toward 

higher frequencies, but the eventual limit imposed by 

the absorption of air is rapidly being approached. It is 

interesting to note the wavelengths o f about 1 cent i

meter, at which Hertz carried out h is studies of electro

magnetic radiation, are again becomin.g the subject of 

investigation. 

The early work on radar was carried out in the fre

quency region between 30 and 100 megacycles, la rgely 

because the techn iques were more advanced than at the 

higher frequencies. As techniques improved, the higher 

frequencies offered the advantages of higher antenna 

gains with smal ler antennas and also provided better 

resolution becau e the energy can be focused into a 

sharper beam with a moderate-sized antenna. 
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It now appears that the best frequencies for long

range search are between 600 and 6000 megacycles, and 

those for most airborne applications lie between 3000 

and 60,000 megacycles, the air being too opaq ue for 

satisfactory operation at higher frequencies. 

CO NVENTIONAL-TUBE TRANSMITIERS 

Up to 1000 megacycles, t ransmi tter techniques are 

largely extensions of the use o f the conventional circuits 

using triodes, tetrodes, etc. Two facto rs which l imit the 

use of conventional types of tubes and circuits at hig h 

frequency are (1) the time of fl ight of the electrons 
between the cathode and plate ; and (2 ) stray inductance 

and capacitance of lead wires and tube elements. If the 

f requency is so h ig h that the plate or g rid alternating 

vol tage reverses during the time o f fl ight o f the elec

trons from the cathode to these electrodes, the tube will 

fail to oscillate, or at best will p ut out only small power. 

W ithin limits, the time of flig ht may be reduced by 

decreasing the electrode spacing and by increasing the 

direct-current potentials; but manufacturing difficu lties, 

low power d issipation of small electrodes, and voltage 
breakdown make these solutions of the problem less 
practical as the f requency is increased. 

CAVITY RESONATORS 
The p roblems o f stray capacitance due to lead wires, 

of internal capacitance in coils, and of internal induct

ance in capacitors may be easi ly eliminated by using 

metallic cavities as electrical resonators. Al thoug h g reat 

improvements in tuned-cavity techniques have been 

worked out d uring the war, the fundamentals were well 

F IGURE 17- R..esonan/ cavity 

known prior to 1940. Basically, a hollow metall ic cavity 

:'Ill act as a tuned circuit if electrical energy is coupled 
1nto the interior of the cavity by some means such as a 

dipole, probe, or loop. The resonant frequency of such 
a cavity will be determined by its size, its shape, and the 

method of coupling. Figure 17 shows a cross section 

through a cavity, the connections being made through 
coaxial cable. 

<?n the left, the power is coupled by means of a loop, 

whde on the right, a probe type of coupling is shown. 

Tuning may be accompl ished by screwing a pl unger in 

or out. The choice of coupling method and the position 

of the coupling devices will depend on the orientat ion 

of electric fic:ld to be establisheJ. In most cavi ties it is 

possible to set up several different ··modes" o r ways in 

which the cavity will osci llate. A common mechanical 

example of this behavior is a metal rod which may 

vibrate wi th bending or with a twisting motion or may 

have a compression wave traveling in it. Ead 1 of these 

general types of vibrat ion may also have harmonics. 

Since the electric fields will be quite different for the 

different modes, the position and type of input coupling 

used will frequently decide which mode is excited. Most 

or all of the energy will go into those modes of oscilla

tion which have electric and magnetic fields most nearly 

like those of the coupling device at the position of the 

input. For example, if a mode of the cavity requires a 

voltage zero at the input and the input sets up a h ig h 

voltage at this point, that mode will not be set into 

oscillation. If the frequency of the input power is not 

determined by the cavity itself, ·only the modes for 

which the natu ra l frequency of vibration is very close 

to that o f the input will be excited . For most applica

tions, the shape and size of the cavity are chosen to 

FIGU RE 18- Lightbo//Se 111be in re-entrant Crllli/y 

g ive the cavity a single mode in the desired operating 

freq uency reg iof! . The inputs and outputs are then 

chosen and arc p laced to couple with this mode. 

The loop type of coupling is desirable where a direct

current return path is needed, while a probe or dipole 

is usefu l where direct-current insulat ion between the 

cavity and feed l ine is required. The coupling efficiency 

of a loop wi ll increase with size and may also be varied 

by chang ing the orientation of the loop, provided the 

rotation does not cause excitation of a new mode. T he 

coupling efficiency of a p robe wi ll depend on its pene
tra tion into the cavity. In both of these cases, altering 

the coupling may change the tuning of the cavity. 

LIGHTHO USE TUBE 
T he " lig hthouse tube" offers the best example of the 

successful stretching of triode oscillator techn iq ues into 

the region above 1000 megacycles. As may be seen from 

fig ure 18, the name is derived from the appearance of 

th.e tube. The cathode, g rid, and p late are parallel p lanes 

w1th extremely small spacing between them and are held 

in p lace by copper disks which extend through the g lass 

envelope of the tube. Because of the small spacing 

between tube elements it has not been possible to build 

tubes with an average power output of more than a few 

watts, but it has been possib le to obtain a peak-pulse 

output of over 1 kilowatt. The tube is "wired" to its 

circuit by p lacing metal cylinders against the disks, as 

shown in fig ure 18. These cylinders must be direct

current insulated from each other to permit the applica

tion of d irect-current voltage as in normal triode appli

cations. T he cavities formed by the spaces between 

these cylinders are the tuned circuits, and feedback from 
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F IGURE 19-Klystr01l 

plate to g rid is accomplished by using a coupling loop 

o r a small hole between the cavities. This oscillator has 

both tuned g ri d and tuned p late circuits, and the tuning 

is accomplished by sliding the tube in the cylinders to 

change their lengths. Conventional methods may be 

used for modulating the radio-frequency output o f these 

tubes. 

THE KLYSTRON 
A quite different type of h ig h-frequency oscillator 

for low-power applicat ions is the klystron. Although 

klyst rons were discussed in the literatu re before the war, 

a brief d iscussion will help in understanding the more 

recent developments. The p resent desig ns use cavity

type circuits ; but at frequencies below 1000 megacycles, 
where cavities become too large to be convenient, it 

shou ld be possible to use coils and capacitors for the 

tuned circuits. As shown in figure 19, a steady st ream 

of electrons is focused into a beam by an elect ron g un 
similar to that used in a cathode-ray tube. Since the 

elect ron velocity is already appreciable by the time these 

electrons strike the working part of the tube, the d is

tance t raveled in one cycle wi ll be much g reater than in 

a triode where the electrons start with low velocity 

within the working region ; hence, the di!ftcult ies due 

to time of fl ight become t roublesome on ly at much 

hig licr f requencies than in a triode with the same 

spacing. 

The stream of electrons f rom the g un in figure 19 

is d irected through two toroidal cavities and finally 

reaches a collector. The cavities, which are normal ly of 

similar construction, are desig ned to oscillate in a mode 
which causes an alternating electric field to exist be

tween the ent rance and exit holes for the electron beam, 

as indicated in fig ure 19 (b) and (c) . N ow, assuming 
cavity 1 to have been set in oscillation by some means 

such as the tu rn ing-on of the tube (this assumption of 

already existent oscillations is necessary to v isual ize 

the behavior of any osci llator) , let us see what 1tappens 
to the electrons passing through it. Elect rons passing 

TIIT 
FIGURE 20-

J)ollble-/tmed cirmil . 
FIGURE 2 1-

R..ef/ex klystron 

through the cavity while the far side is positive, as 1n 

figu re 19 (b) , will be speeded up, while those passing 

through a half-cycle later will find the far side negative, 

as in fig ure 19 (c) , and will be slowed down . Thus, for 

alternate half cycles the electrons are speeded up and 

slowed down. After the electron stream has gone beyond 

cavity 1 the faster electrons w ill begin to overtake the 

slower ones, thereby causing a bunching in much the 

same way a g roup of fast cars which has been held up 

by a tra!ftc light overtakes a g roup of slower cars held 

up by the previous turn ing of the light. This t raffic 

concentration obviously occurs some distance beyond 

the lig ht. The reg ion at which the electron t rafftc jam 

occurs is fairly sharp ; and because the amount of speed

ing-up o r slowing-down of the elect rons varies with the 

phase of the oscillation , it can be show n that the elec

t rons which passed through the cavity between the ex

t reme vol tage cond itions w ill a ll tend to pile up at about 

the same place along the electron beam. 

lf cavity 2 is placed where th is electron bunchi ng 

occurs, th is g roup of electrons wi l l set up oscilla tions as 

it passes th roug h the cavity by induci ng charges on the 

walls. When the two cavit ies are tuned to identical 

frequencies the oscil lations in cavity 2 wi ll maintain a 

constant phase re lationsh ip with those in cavity 1 , the 

phase having been established by the time the first 

group of electrons entered cavity 2 . If we now return 

our attentions to cavity 1, we sec that a steady stream 

of electrons is still entering and the osci llat ions in cavity 

1 arc cont inuing. Therefore, 1 cycle alter the fi rst g roup 

of e lect rons has passed, condi tions are dupl icated and 
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are proper for forming a second bunch which will arrive 

atcavity 2 at the proper time to feed more energy to it. 

By drawing a few sketches of the bunched electrons 

crossing the cavity and remembering that the wall 

~earest the _electron g roup will have positive ch arges 

mduced on 1_t, the reader may verify this statement and 

may also sat1sfy himself that the maximum power wil l 

be extracted from the electrons if their time within the 

ca_vi ty is_ a half cycle. It may also be seen that the field 

will be m a direction to slow down the electrons. The 

energy going into the electric oscillations has been ob

tained, therefore, by robbing the electrons of some of 
their kinetic energy. 

The _tube described so far will operate only so long as 

the_ accrdental oscillations in cavity 1 continue. In order 

to msure that these osci llations continue a small amount 

of energy from cavity 2 is fed back into cavity 1 by 

means of a short length of coaxial transmission line 

coupled by loops in the two cavities. The length of this 

line must obviously be chosen to maintain the proper 

phase relationship between the two cavities. Another 

effect of this coupling system is to tie the two circuits 

together so that they act as a double-tuned circuit similar 

to that shown in fig ure 20. As long as the two coupled 

cavities are each tuned for approximately the same fre

quency they will oscillate as a unit with a single-fre

quency output; and over small ranges the tuning of one 

cavity will then shi ft the resonant frequency of the 

system as a whole. 

The collector beyond the second cavity in figure 19 (a) 

is used to dispose of the elect rons after they have served 

their purpose. 

When the frequency of operation of the klystron is 

chosen, the design of the cavities and the separation 

between them can be fixed. In order to provide a reason

able tuning range the cavities may be made adjustable 

in size by making the walls of airtig ht metal bellows. 

After the two cavities have been adjusted to resonate at 

approximately the same f requency, the voltage used to 

accelerate the electrons from the gun is adjusted for 

maximum power output. F requently, several resettings 

of the controls are required to obtain optimum per

formance and to make the tube oscillate over a reason

able range of frequencies. 

Much of the difficulty in adjusting this type of klys

tron arises from the fact that there are two cavities 

which must be matched. A great simpli fi cation in opera

tion can be made by el iminating one cavity. The '' reflex 

klystron" uses the same cavity for bunching the elect rons 

and for extract ing power by reflecting the bunched elec

trons back through the cavity, as shown in figu re 21. 

In this device the electrons, on their way through the 

cavity from the: gun, are speeded up or slowed down 

as in the two-cavity klystron . This process on the 

average requires no power, because half of the time 

electrons absorb power by being speeded up and the . 

other half of the time give power to the cavity by being 

slowed down. After the electrons have passed through 

the cavity they are reflected by a negative voltage on the 

reflector, so that they return through the exit hole into 

the cavity. The reflector must be properly shaped to 

keep the electrons focused into a beam. The point at 

which these electrons turn around will depend on the 

voltage applied to the reflector; hence, the distance 

traversed outside of the cavity may be adjusted by 

changing this voltage. During the time these electrons 

are outside of the cavity the faster ones are catching up 

fiGUR E 22-C!ftaway view of magnetron 

on the slower ones, as was previously discussed. Now, 

if the dimensions and voltages are properly adjusted, 

the electron bunches will start back through the cavity 

in the proper phase to increase the oscillations. W hen 

this condition occurs, the cavity will oscill ate and power 

can be extracted. Since only one cavity is involved, oscil

lation will occur at the resonant frequency of the cavity 

when the voltage on the reflector is properly set. H ence, 

the frequency is primarily set by the cavity and the 

power output can be adj usted by the reflector voltage. 

If the exit hole of the cavity is large, a change in the 

reflector voltage will also cause a shift in frequency and 

may _be used fo~ tun!ng over a small range. Likewise, 

altenng the cav1ty SIZe will cause a change in power 

output. R~fl~x tub~s arc available in two types; one 

w1th a_ b_udt-m cav1ty and the other with copper-d isk 

seals s1mdar to those in a l ighthouse tube to which an 
external cavity may be attached. ' 
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All klystron transmitters can be amplitude modulated 

by varying the current from the electron gun. Although 

the average power output is limited to a few watts, pulse 

peak power of a few kilowatts may be obtained from the 

larger tubes. It is in teresting to note that the reflex 

klystrons which may be tuned by varying the voltage 

of the reflector are readily frequency modulated by 

applying the signal to the reflector. 

MAGNETRONS 
For h igh-power radar sets at frequencies above 1000 

megacycles, the most successful tube is the magnetron. 

For the same frequencies at which a few kilowatts of 

pulse power may be obtained from a triode or klystron, 

a magnetron will give 2 or 3 megawatts. For example, 

at 3000 megacycles, tubes capable of g iving over 1000 

kilowatts have been in large-scale production for some 

time and tubes g iving 2500 ki lowatts are now being 

produced. The former will operate with an average 

power input of about 1200 watts and the latter at about 

twice this level. Since these tubes will not operate well 

as continuous-wave oscillators and cannot be modulated 

readily except by a square pulse of less than 5 micro

seconds duration, their use is largely limited to radar, 

pulse-communication systems, and other applications 

using pulse techniques. A somewhat different design of 

magnetron is built for continuous-wave use. The maxi

mum output is about 10 kilowatts at 3000 megacycles, 

but here again modulation is difficult. 

Although the magnetron was invented by Hull in 

192 1, it was not put to much practical use until early 

in the war when the British first investigated it as a 

pulsed transmitter. The "cavity magnetron" as used 

during the war is a split-anode type with resonant cir

cuits built into the tube. Most of the British and Ameri

can tubes have had eight or more anode segments with 

a resonant cavity between each segment. The Japanese 

used four- segment tubes in their 10-centimeter radar. 

Figure 22 shows the internal construction of an 8-cavi ty 

magnetron. The anode is the solid metal block into 

which the resonators are cut as slots and holes. The 

natural frequency is determined largely by the width 

and radial depth of these slots and to some extent by 

the axial leng th and the position of the ends of the 

tube. The space which is left between each end or lid of 

the tube and the block in which the slots are cut serves 

to act as a coupl ing cavity between the separate oscilla

tors, and also provides space for the cathode and heater 

leads. The cathode lies along the a-x is at the center of 

the block and is usually an oxide-coated nickel lube en

closing a heater wind ing. The radio-frequency power is 

extracted by a coupl ing loop in one of the cavit ies and 

is brought out through a sho rt coaxial line. The tube is 

normally operated with the anode at g round poten tial 

since this simplifies the problem of connecting the out

put to the remainder of the system. 

for operation, the magnetron is placed between the 

poles of a magnet so that the .field is parallel to the a..xis 

of the cathode. An electron leaving the cathode thus 

finds itself in a radial electric field produced by the 

cathode-anode potential and also in an a-xial magnetic 

field. The electric field tries to accelerate the electron 

toward the anode, while the magnetic field acts to make 

the electron circle back to the cathode. When the mag

netic .field and anode voltages are adjusted to make 

the tube oscillate these two counteracting effects are 

balanced, so that most of the electrons come close to the 

anode but do not quite strike it. Because of the com

plicated geometry and the effects of space charg~ on the 

electron paths, it has not been possible to work out a 

complete analysis of the operation of the magnetron. 

(a ) (b ) 

fiGU RE 23- Eiectron paths in magnetron 

It is certain, however, that the presence of the oscillat

ing fields across the openings of the resonators causes 

the electron cloud to become bunched in the region 

close to the anode. It is also certain that this elec

t ron cloud rotates around the cathode at the correct 

rate for these electron groups to f eed power into the 

circuit as they pass the resonator openings. The probable 

mechanism for the electron bunching is as follows: the 

magnetic field causes the electrons which miss the anode 

to return to the vicinity of the cathode. Since the sharp

ness of curvature of the path of an electron moving in 

a magnetic field is g reater fo r slow than for fast electrons 

those electrons which have been slowed down by g iving 

power to the oscillators will be bent around sharply and 

will miss the cathode, as shown in figure 23 (a) . Those 

which have neither gained nor lost energy should just 

touch the cathode, while those which have increased 

speed by gaining energy should strike the cathode, as in 

figure 23 (b) , and be captured. (That the latte r act ion 

occurs is proved by the large amount of secondary elec

tron emission from the cathode and by heati ng which 

may be sufficient to permit turning-off o f the fil ament 

power in some lubes after oscillat ions start .) The net 

result of these changes in elect ron velocity is to remove 

those which passed a slot duri ng one half cycle of 

oscillation of the resonator, whi le those which passed 

the slot a half cycle later remain to go th rough another 

loop, as shown in figure 23 ( a ) . This remain in ~ g roup 
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of electrons will feed energy i nto the next oscillator if 
it passes during the p rop er phase in the radio-frequency 
cycle. Since the first passl ge of the electrons gave no 
net energy to the resonator, it. is obvious that the volt
age and magnetic field must be adjusted to obtain this 
timing of the electrons if the tube is to oscillate. 

Because the factors controlling efficiency, power out
put, and stability of magnetrons are only partially under
stood, successful designs at one frequency are often 
transferred to a different frequency by scaling . If all 
dimensions are scaled in proportion to the wave-length, 
the tube w ill have similar characteristics. The operating 
voltage and average power output will remain constant, 
but the magnetic field will va ry inversely with the wave
length. 

Some idea of the operating conditions may be ob
tained from Table I. 

T ARLF. I 

Wave- Power Anode 
length in Pea k P ulse Av erage Per Cent Voltage Ga uss 

Cent i- Ou tpu t in Input in Effi- in Magnetic 
meters Ki lowatts W atts c iency Kilovolts F ield 

23 1000 2000 so 28 1800 
10 l OCO 1200 so 28 2800 
3 250 700 40 21 sooo 
1 so 100 22 14 7600 

These values are near maximum output for particular 
tube types but may va ry with the desig n of the tube 
and must be taken merely as an indication of what may 
be expected for the diffe rent f requency regions. 

Most of the mag netrons now in use a re "fixed tuned," 
i.e., the freq uency is determined by the construction at 
the factory and is not controllable in the set. These 
tubes are tested and labeled to show the frequency 
region of operation, but individual tubes of a particular 
marking may di ffer by several megacycles. A defini te 
preassig ned freq uency for each station cannot be made, 
therefore, without laborious tube selection. Recently, 
tunable tube designs have been worked out, one method 
being a movable diaph ragm wh ich changes the size 
of the space between the resonator block and the lid. 
T hermal expansion of the resonant cavities makes exact 
frequency control d ifficult , even with tunable tubes. 

Another factor which makes operation on an exact 
f requency difficu lt is the f requency "pull ing" wh ich oc
curs when standing waves exist in the t ransmi tting sys
tem. A change in phase and amplitude of a wave re
fleded hack into the magnetron may cause a shi ft in 
frequemy of the output. Under certain conditions this 
fretjuency chanpe may alter the reflected-wave phase in 

th<: proper direction to change the frec1uency stil l fu rther. 

When this happens there may be a frequency region in 
which the mag netron will not operate unless the re 
flected wave is changed by altering some other part of 
the rad io-frequency system. The pulling may cause 
considerable trouble in systems where the reflected wave 
changes with antenna position. For example, in aircraft 
radar installations where the antenna must be housed in 
a streamlined plastic dome, the reflection from the plastic 
may vary with the direction of the antenna. When this 

happens the frequency of the transmitter varies with 
antenna orientation , making it difficult to keep the re
ceiver tuned . The best cure is to reshape the antenna 
housing. 

The frequency pulling can, however, be used as a 
method of frequency modulating a magnetron. If a 
r~sonant cavity is placed in the transmission line near 
the magnetron,_ the fr_equen~y of the transmitter may be 
va ried by tunmg this cavity. Voice modulation, for 
example, may be applied by making one side of the 
cavity a thin diaphragm which vibrates under the im
pact _of sound waves, . thereby changing the cavity di
mensiOns and hence Its resonant frequency. When a 
magnetron is tuned by this means, care must be taken 
to see that the standing waves do not cause voltage 
breakdown in the transmission line. 

( Continued next month) 
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VJ RADAR REPEATER DAMAGE 

The Bureau of Ships re~ently received reports of eight 
Model VJ Radar repeater tnstallations on one vessel. Six 
of tl~ese reports indicated that the ranging mechanism 
(he!Ipot and synchro) in the indicator had been mis
aligned o r damaged when the range transmitti ng synchro 
was removed to gain access to the indicator's terminal 
boa rds during insta llation. 

The proper method of gaini ng access to the terminal 
boards in the ind icator is to d isconnect and remove the 
video amplifier chass is. This unit is held in place by 
thumb screws. The ranging mechanism sho uld not be 
removed except when the unit se ri al number is below 
#4 00, and the ind icato r is installed in CIC and connected 
to the ta rget designation system. When installed in this 
manner it wil l be necessary to re-zero the range transmit
tin.g synchro electrically at 10,000 yards. 

T he: first 400 equ ipments were supplied wi th range 
transmitti ng synchros electrically ze roed at 0 ya rds. Be
ginning with serial # 40:1 , the range transmitting synch ros 
will be elect rically zeroed at 10,000 yards when sh ip ped 
from the: factory. 

Your Ship's Electronic Inventory Report 

in the making 

Operator fJtmcbes a card f or eac_h eq11ipm e11t listed 011 ship 's. iuvwtory-tbe card is then placed in the m~chine wbi~/; 
prints the complete i11v e11tory 111 report f orm-each card ts . rod ed ~~~d punched and contams the Sb1p type, Sh1p 
number, Equipment type, Equifn nent m ode! , Eq11~pmenl sen al , "?qmpment Navy type mnn ber, Eqlllpm ent locat1011 
aboard ship, and tbe Eqt~ipmmt ·z1~ltage. _1 he {i111sh ed product 1s a complete t~p -to-clate _mvento_ry report~co~1es of 
the inventory are mail ed t o the s!Jip ser·v1ce f orre, type command er h ome yard and the msta//at/011 and PIOC/II ement 

sections in the bureau. 

• Every sh ip in the fleet will receive a printe~ list of the 
e lectronic equipments which the Bu_reau beli eves to. be 
aboard that sh ip. This list was comp tled afte r expendmg 
considerable effort in studying a ll ava il able information 
including ship's inspection and insta ll a~i on records .. By 
the time you read this, you probably wtl l have rece1ved 
a copy o f your Ship Elect ronics In ventory, togethe r with 
a fu ll set of instructions on the new business-machine 

accounting system. 

These new Electron ic Invento ry Reports serve as a 

system with which B uShi ps, C. N. 0., Service f orce 

and other activities can keep thei r eyes on 200,000 pieces 

of equ ipment as e ffect ively as they might 200 pieces. 
The fl eet has a vital in t<:rest in a system wh ich so affects 
every piece o f elc:ct ron ic equipment installed today or to 

be installed in the f utu re. Such interest by the fleet is 
essential to the success of the system, as a guarantee 
that the US N avy will, electronically, always be the best 
equipped navy in the worl d . T o adopt a system that will 
provide accurate in formation, be readil y availab le, and 
which will ul timately simpl ify and reduce the n umber 
of reports rec1uired from ships, the Ch ief of N aval 
Operations has vested the entire respons ibility for such 

reports with the Bu reau of Shi ps. The bureau appre
ciates the coope ration given by C. N . 0. and Service
Force pe rsonnel in the establ ishment o f this system and 
the el imination of duplicate ship reports to their re
spective org anizations. It is not an easy t.1sk to set up 
thi s new system. It· was necessary to check all avai lab le 
clata on ship installat ions, and to estab lish the nomen
clature and codes used to dete rm ine equipment locations. 
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This machine alttomaticaffy takes in

formation COJJ!ained in the Pllnched 

cards and conver!s it in!o a com

/Jiete inventoJ)' of all electronic 

eq~tipment. on board each ship. 

It was also necessary to endea,·o r to anticipate all pitfa lls, 

difficulties, future ship and equipment improvements, etc. 

The June issue of E LECTRON told how the electronic 

equipment inventory simultaneously reduces the number 

of inventories a ship must submit, and yet enables the 

bureau to serve the fleet more efficiently than ever before. 

It is planned this month to g ive a more detailed view of 

the inner mechanics of this new system. Ships can see 

exactly how the inventories they mail to the bureau today 

will be used to equip the fleet of tomorrow, and to 

maintain the fleet of today. 

information in an entirely differen t form. They are not 

concerned with what equipments are in a particular ship, 

but w•nt to know only how '"•ny mode/, XYZ equ;p

ments there are in the P.eet and how many are in certain 

classes of vessels, or how many are in active, reserve, or 

inactive ships. 

The bureau must serve the fleet in two distinct ways. 

It must design, procure, and distribute equipments so 

that they will be available where needed. The bureau 

must also determine what equipments are needed on each 

class of ship, give proper priority by ship type to in . 

stallations of new and expensive equipments, d raw up 

necessary installation plans, and determine adequate 

weig ht and moment compensation for equipments. For 

convenience we will speak of these two functions of the 

bureau in general terms as procurement and installation. 

The installation section of the bureau must complete 

information regarding what should be and what is in

stalled on ead1 ship in the navy, listed ship by ship. The 

procurem<:nt section of the bureau must have the same 

The problem of obtaining this second type of infor

mation is quite complex and exceedingly cumbersome. 

The peacetime navy will consist of approximately 4ooo 

vessels active, inactive and reserve. If one wants to 

know the total quantity installed of each of 1000 models 

of equipments, l1e must go through 4000 separate in

ventories, counting each equipment I 000 times. This is 

equivalent to scanning approximately I6,ooo,ooo pages, 

assuming that an average ship inventory will cover four 

pages. The problem is further complicated by the fact 

th•t ' 't";ght •dd;t;on ;, ;n,dequ•te. It ;, nece'"'Y 

first to go throug h each in ventory and checking whether 

installed equipments are adequate substitutes for the 

equipments considered to be the newest. T his is neces

sary because equipments which are considered adequate 

substitutes on smaller or inactive ships may be con

, ;deced ;n•dequ•te foe l"gec oc .c6ve , h;p,. Obv;ou, ly, 

l•bul"ing infocm, t;on of thi, wt in the bme.u by 

hand is inefficient and likely to require so much time 

that it will possibly suffer in accuracy ~.nd •; alue. 
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In the new system, a punch is used to make identify

ing holes in a separate punch card for each equipment 

on board every ship. These cards are then placed in a 

tabulating machine which automatically prints the in

formation previously pund1ed in the cards. The result 

is an inventory of the equipment which the bureau be

lieves to be aboard that particular ship. 

THE FLEET CAN HELP 

FuJI cooperation is expected from the fleet in correct

ing and completing tl1e data on these listings. They were 

collected under the stress of wartime from numerous 

and diversified inspection systems, and it is known that 

they will often be found inaccurate or incomplete. But 

they are the best the bureau has, and the bureau must 

have accurate and complete knowledge of existing in

stallations in order to properly serve the fleet. 

\'<!hen the corrected listings have been returned to the 

bureau the punch cards will be corr~cted to agree with 

the ship's corrections. The bureau wdl keep an accurate 

fi le of all existing installations, kept up to date through 

the annual inventories received from ships and the de

parture inspection im·entories received from naval shi~

ya rds after each overhaul. W henever any elect rontc 

equipments are installed or removed from ~ ship tl~e 

bureau shou ld be notified at once. Upon recetpt of th1s 
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A ortion o the iJ111entor list in for DE-708, s/; 

p f y . rg ot~ing 
the manner in which the sht p should enter correclrons. 

Note the line lhrough the SU t·adar and the new entt·y 

beneath it. This indicates that the sbip no longer has an 

SU radar b111 110w has au SG-J B t·adar, serial #388, 

operating on 115-volts single phase, and located in 

C.!. C. The remainder of tbe markings show a change in 

location, a rorrertion to a model 1~11mber, and the addi

tion of a new piece of lest eq111pmen:. T he n11mbers 

11sed under "location", "voltage" are part of a code 

wbirh is j111/y explained in the imtmctions f o_r this new 

system, which hat'e been sent to all sh,ps. 

information a new listing will be prepared and copies 

sent to the ship and other cognizant activities. The 

correct listing will enable U1e bureau to procure replace

ment equipment, set up an allowance for necessary spare 

parts and make all necessary preparations in sufficient 

time to insure that proper repairs and alterations are 

accomplished during scheduled overhauls. 

WHAT THE MACHINES WILL DO () 
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The punch-card business-machine system will be 

capable of supplying, almost instantaneously, inf o rma

t ion which formerly required months to obtain. A few 

of the many tricks wh ich the busi ness machines can do 

with punch-cards will be explained. The machine can : 

!- print an inventory of what is on board a g iven ship, 

2- print an allowance Jist of what should be on board 
w -



lh>t •hip, 3----<ompace the.e two J;,, mechonic.Jly •nd 

print a li" of wh., equipment, •till mu" be in,ldled 

to bdng the •hip up to allowance, 4-print another li" 

of wbat obmf"e equipmen" are aboacd and •hould be 

remo,·ed, and 5-t<>ke tho.e punch ""d' u.ed to pdnt 

the li" of equipment, required for dl of the •hip, in 

the Navy, "'huflle them, '"'d pdnt a li•t of requhe

men" by equipment "thee th,., by •hip; i.e., li"ing all 

•hip, '<quhing a model XYz equipment and giving total 

quantitie, ccquhed foe all active •hip,, _ for wtain 

classes, or for the entire fleet. 

The •hip elecrwn;, invento'Y ccport ;,, " the name 

implie,, an inventory of '""•lied electwnic equipment' 

li•ted according to •hip,_ A "P'<>te page (or group of 

poge,) ;, pdnted lor each •hip in the navy. Each li"ing 

con, ;,, of a tabulation of the equipment, P'<'<'ntly in

"•lled in a ve,'<l •nd •hould, in genecal, be identical in 

content With the late" inventory of the •hip'' electwnic 

equipment received hom the •hip or hom i" l.,t ovec

hauling activity. 

A complete, corcected copy of thi, "Port will be 

mailed to the •hip to which it pecta;.,_ The •hip will 

theceby know wh>t equipment, the bureau believ., to 

be on bo.,d and whece they are locoted_ The •hip will 

then be capable of checking the bureau', cccocd, and in

' UCing that they are coccect. Tb ;, feature of the 'Y'tem 

Will P'<vent mi,unde,tanding, aci,ing in co""Pond. 

once regacding future altecation,, •nd will '<eve " in

•ucance th" no important in,lall>tion, acc oveclooked 

during ovechaul. Moreovec, it will aid the .iliip in 

making it, annual inventory report (Ship'' cha,-,ctec

i"ic ' "d) by •upplying an "on boacd" li" which cao 

AR£ YOU AVAILABLE? 

Unfoctun>tely, thece h., been •ome confu,ion in the 

P'" in the N aval '<rvice about the "<act meaning of the 

different teem, "''odated with the availability of Naval 

v"""- In order to in•ure the propec "" of the te,.,, 

"availability", "ce,tcicted availability", "technical avail

ability", "regulae overhaul", "voyage repa;,.. and 

"emergency availability", " ""d in connection with 

work on Naval "'"''• the.e <xpre,ion, have been de

fined recently by CNo Letter, •ecial 3941-P-414, dated 

June 1946. 

be readily checked for accuracy. 

ACTION IS NEEDED NOW 

To i"'ure the elecrronic elfectivene, of the fleet, the 

individual •hip'' coopecation in the "tobli•hment and 

maintenance of '" <uccent inventory ;, nece""Y- Tb;, 

can be accompli, hed in two way,_ The bu,ine,, machine 

tabul, ion, " ' now being mailed to •hip, for vecification 

•nd coneclion. Ship, •hould "<<ctain that th.,e li" ing, 

ace coccocted by competent pe"onnel, th" they '"com. 

plcte in evecy re'pect, and th>t the in, truction, accom

panying the inventocy ace followed cacefu lly_ The bu, ;. 

ne, machine, ace entirely mechanical and can toto / 

equipment, only if they ace alway, cefecced to by tl>e 

A vailability_- The uninteccupted period of ti'Ue .,_ 

•igned by competent authority to a v.,,, at a naval •hip

yard or other repair facility For the accompfi,hment of 

work 

f?ntdcted availabilitr The availability '"igned for 

the accomplisllment of work. 

Techvic.l avaifabilitp A, igned for the pucp
0

,. of 

employing the manufacturing or •hop facilitie, of a naval 

•hipyacd or repair facility foe the acco"'pli, h.,.ent of 

' I>e<:i6c work when the •hip ;, not phy•ieally pce'<nt. 

l?egttlm· •wrhatt!_- Peciodic o'"'<hau/, '<heduied by 

" me "•ndacd nomenclotucc_ The fleet can ogoin co

ope,,, by prepacing accucate •nnuol inventocie, For 

•ubm;,_,ion ••ilh the •hip·, chacactec;,ic card next J•n-

u"y, and by coopecoling fully with nav.J •hipy.,-d in

'Pocto,-, when they make po•t-ovechaul in, pection, 

prcpac,to'Y to •ubmi<ting depactucc inventorie, to 1he 

hu,·<au_ Finally, whenever a change of in,tallation occu, 

it •honl<l he cepocted immediately, following the in

ventocy focm_ li"ing equipment added and equipment 

removed. 

competent •uthocity For the accompli' hment of '<pair, 

and alteration, that have been pcopecly appcoved and 

au<hoci>ed_ Regulae ovechauJ, ace nonnally '<heduied 

well in advance, in '<cordoncc With an "tabfi, hed cycle 

and foe P«determined period, of time at navM •hip

yards o~: other shore-based repair fa cilities. 

V aJ'•ge •·epr.iq_- Co"" emecgency wock "" ' ""Y to 

enable a v,.,, to continue on it, mi, ion and Which can 

be acco'Upli, hed Without requicing a change in lhe vc.

'<1', opemting '<hedule 01 the general •tea'Uing notico 

in elfc<t_ Voyage ccpa;, "''Y be undectaken by repaic 

a<J•v.t." "'•<bout focmal "'ignment of availability pro

'''ded fund, ace " '·'ilahle Jo accomp/i,h <hi, <vock_ 

" ""'K'"'J' "' -•ilvbilitr 'fl.;, cxpce« ion ;, not author

ized and it ~ use is to be discontinued. 
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Personnel of . 
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-· - and induatrial roaour 

had tho honor 
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h~v• dono. 
- in tho Navy offor '~o~ tho" a rta .00 

lectron~cs t In my op~ ' around which 

unieation• and ' timo in tho paa - trollWg intll~e~~e designed, 

Comm t ro than ot any -u boeomo tho eon futur o"' 

for the f u ~ d equipment w~ and weapons of the 

their assoc~ate . aircraft 
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26 of 
28 Myself 
30 Rested 
32 Bone 
33 Antenna passage 
36 Horses' chow 
39 Ne ither 
40 Same guy as 28 lhorizonlall 
41 l amb's papa 
42 Locking firmne ss 
44 Merge 
46 Kind of duck 
4 8 Bristle 
49 Sculler 
SO The sun 
5 1 Corn comes in these 
53 Bomb-sight 
56 Pe dal digit 
58 Siamese racial s tock 
59 Procrastinating 
62 Gold (che mical symbol! 
6 3 Facil i ty of speech 
66 Voice recorder CNovy m odeU 
67 End of radio message 
68 Radio link 
69 Aircraft homin g b eacon 
70 Mu u le spasm 
71 Atop 
72 Obsole te shipboard transmi tte r 
76 Printer's measure 
78 Magnetic curve 
80 Comparative ending 
82 Rough n. 
87 A mechanical engineering society 
90 l eads carrying no voltage 
94 loud voiced pe rsons 
95 Transfer a liquid 
96 Defamed 
97 Master of orh 
98 New England state lobbr.l 
99 Mutual conductan ce 

101 Impersonal pronoun 
102 Bone 
104 Transmission line 
106 O cean 
108 latest type of broadcasting 
11 0 literary collection 
113 Obsolete aircraft transmitte r 
11 4 Corrier·bosed search radar 
115 Supplicant 
118 Tall corn slate labbr. l 
119 Sweet scented 
122 Me tr ic unit of a rea 
123 Electrically ch arged atom 
124 South American rodent 
127 Type of directi ve a n tenna 
128 Exitl 
130 Smoke (south of the borderl 
132 lri lhmon 
134 Italian volcano 
136 Pertain ing to a node 
138 Obsolete motor cars 
139 lighted 
140 Heavy cruiser 
142 Attilo wal one of these 
143 Fully developed 
144 What you call a chick in Porls 
146 Ei ther 
1 47 Aquatic mammal 
1 SO l ight cruiser 
1 52 Units of length 
1 53 Unexclusive 
156 Capable 
1 57 Ancient vacuum tube transmitter 
1 58 Air (combining form I 
160 Decay 
16t What you made to 144 lhorizontnl) 
162 F,,., 
163 Nip cent 
l 64 Unu .:~ rgod particle 
i 65 i:10:.c o ro handy in auto or ~odio 

S ~Oii01\S 
1 66 Ono wh,, !!OtS in 

VERTICAL 

1 Containing copper r 
2 Airborne search rod0 b II 
3 Te llurium (chemical sym 0 

4 Child's toy 
5 Cam 
7 Humor 
8 Colloquialism 
9 Taut 

10 Feline 
1 1 Air-operated 

g ~h~: one ham cull i anothe r 
14 Feeble 
15 Electrici ty lcombini~9 form I 
2J l ike 
24 Choke 
25 Powe r 
27 All right 
29 Steps over a fe nce 
31 Ame rican poet 
34 Rodent 
35 Wails 
37 Positi ve pole f • 
JB Foggiut ci ty in Cali ornta 
42 Thus 
43 Banquet 
45 Inte rval of time 

:~ ::~t~~~r (che mical 1)'mbol1 
49 City '" Nevada 
52 Champogne 
54 Beom 

~~ g~:;:l!te tran smttte' test e quipment 

60 M~ke of thin _ layer~ all commercial 
61 Pa1nte d on w tngs o 

aircraft 
64 Chinese weight 
65 Cleaning solvent d 
66 Magician's comma~ 
73 Knowledge 
74 Article 
75 J ail 
77 Bade of neck 
78 Moss of ice 
79 Void 
81 Rove 
83 A nbmari ... .. r- ·' 

84 Chalk marks on an empty ace tylen e 
cylinder 

85 A switching tube 
86 Unit of quanti ty of electricity 
· (e lectrostatic system} 

88 Small croft search radar 
89 Ampliflcation factor 
90 Sonic depth finder 
91 Aircraft emergency power supply 
92 Type of palm tree 
93 French ar ticle 
98 P"werfully a tt ractive 

100 long race 
1 OJ Pouring gale In mold 
105 Den 
106 One card of a tuit 
107 Hall ' em 
108 Suitable 
109 UHF t ran sceiver 
111 Northeast 
112 Benefit 
11 3 Narrow volley 
11 4 Narrow piece 
116 Citrus fruit 
11 7 Accomplish 
120 Re ceiver te st se t 
121 Opposite of zenith 
122 Native of Dark Continent 
125 Modulating equipment IRCMI 
126 That is labbr.l 
129 Fastidious 
131 like 
133 Atmosphere 
135 Hard shelled fruit 
137 Either 
140 Punctua tion 11'1ark 
141 Protection 
144 Cerium !chemical symbol! 
145 Brave warrior 
148 Black 
o49 Obsolete re ceiving equipment 
151 Opposite of weather 
I 54 Radar tes t equipment 
I 55 Native metal 
157 Number 
159 Aircraft receiving equipment 
163 Soarch radar 


